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I’m First

This year Andrews University enrolled 763 international students on campus. Of these 452 are visa students, meaning that they came here on a student visa. The remaining 311 are international students with American residence, meaning that they belong to an international or immigrant family living in the U.S.

Andrews is not the only university attracting international students, far from it. Most Adventist colleges and universities enroll some, but Andrews has a larger share than most both in our church and in the country, because of our international church family. Some international students come here because an American education is still highly prized around the world. All told, last year 820,000 international students enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities.

When talking to our international or immigrant students I quickly realize that many of them come from circumstances and places where a college education is not as readily available as in this country. Some of them are first generation students. Their parents are not college graduates and some have no real idea of what it means to apply to a college, become a college level student, complete the degree requirements and graduate. They may have college friends, but no college family. Each of them can proudly claim: “I’m first in my family.”

Our country and our church are full of first generation students, whether national or international. In fact it is estimated that 25 percent of the undergraduate student population in four-year colleges have parents with no college experience, according to the National Center for Education Statistics. An additional 25 percent have parents with some college education, but no degree. Fully half of undergraduate students come from homes that have never experienced a college graduation. Some of these students also come from less affluent families with a deep concern about paying for college and worse, managing student debt after graduation. Obviously the temptation to drop out is ever present.

A national organization, The Center for Student Opportunity, started a support program with a web page named “I’m First,” offering advice and anecdotes from those who have gone before. At Andrews we rely on our advisors and Student Success Center to provide support. But in truth we can all support those students, whether we are teachers, relatives, pastors or campus staff who often get very close to these “first” students.

Recently the Council of Independent Colleges (CIC) released a report of 10 best practices to promote first generation student success. Here are a few pointers from that report.

1. Recruit first generation students continually (attending college does not come naturally).
2. Bring them to campus early to help them feel comfortable (a campus can be a scary place).
3. Help meet their special needs, e.g. selecting a major, offering support on days of discouragement (there is not always much help coming from home).
4. Mentors are invaluable.
5. Keep in touch with their families (they need assurance that their children are in the right way).
6. The financial pressures may need some easing along the way.
7. Get them involved in the community and make college fun.

Adventists have a long commitment to college, so our first-timers may be fewer, but we have them, and they belong in college just like everyone else. The church family depends on all its members being well educated. Unemployment for college graduates is less than half the general unemployment rate; these first-timers are just as smart as anyone else—but some of them may not be too sure of it. So let us give them a lift.
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Getting the facts straight
I was very excited to see the article on Janet Ledesma’s contributions to the issue of *The Journal of Adventist Education* that won an award from the Association of Educational Publishers this summer. Thank you for printing this. However, I noticed some errors in the article.

Janet Ledesma was the coordinator for the issue, not the guest editor.

*The Journal of Adventist Education* has been in existence since 1939, not 1978.

While it’s correct that we placed with three finalist designations in the AEP contest this year, one of them was for the theme issue that won the award for single issue design, so it’s somewhat confusing to say we won the award and “also” placed as a finalist in three categories. (In other words, we wound up with two finalist designations and one award).

Beverly Rumble
editor, *Journal of Adventist Education*

Art as recycling
I was not surprised to see my former art classmate featured in *FOCUS* summer 2013, Greg Constantine has been a part of Andrews University since its last years as EMC.

Greg and I were in Mr. Althage’s art class as freshmen. Needless to say we did not follow the same path thereafter.

My biggest surprise came as I quickly glanced at a few items in an *Expressions Catalog* that I was tossing from my huge stack of what most of us consider “junk mail.” A print of a car license piece caught my attention. Yes, the artist was none other than Greg Constantine. It’s not “fine art,” but way-to-go-Greg in recycling.

Vienna Jones Stone (att.)

Religious roots
Roger Williams had a strong influence for freedom of conscience and keeping church and state separate. He wrote about this as early as 1631. I wondered why he was not mentioned.

David Manzano (att.)

Just a quick note to let you know that the date for Luther’s nailing his 95 Theses to the door of the church at Wittenberg is not 1857, but 1517. Please make a correction of this. I’m sure others have called it to your attention. The error is on page 8 of the Research & Creative Scholarship insert.

I’m a graduate of Andrews University (then known as Potomac University back in Takoma Park, Md.), class of 1958. I still read *FOCUS* magazine and enjoy hearing about what’s happening at Andrews. I live in the town of Andrews, N.C., and we have a vibrant church here.

Carl L Hartman (MA ’58)

Inspiring healthy living
Love the new section in *FOCUS*! Look forward to reading about how others are living healthy lifestyles. Kudos to whoever thought of this idea!

Ernie Medina Jr. (BS ’89)

Ladies deserve better
I just read the article in the *U.S. News* about the diversity factor and subsequently their write-up about Andrews University. It is interesting that the article mentions that the gender ratio for the university is 56:44 in favor of the female gender. Yet it is interesting that the women’s dorm is one of the most inconvenient buildings in the campus. While it is praiseworthy to build a state-of-the-art gymnasium, I think it is more important to provide better dorm facilities for the ladies. I have a son and daughter in the campus at this time and sadly was not impressed with the accommodations provided for the young ladies.

Allan Willmott (BA ’82)
Andrews ranked on U.S. News’ list of top 201 National Universities
Also Forbes.com rankings, enrollment update on main campus, School of Distance Education and GIA

Of the 201 institutions formally ranked in U.S. News & World Report as top national universities (there are 276 listed overall, but 75 are either unranked or do not have published rankings), Andrews is listed at #181 this year, an improvement over the 2013 rankings.

Andrews is the only Seventh-day Adventist institution included in this classification and U.S. News list.

According to U.S. News, schools in the National Universities category are ranked by the Carnegie Classifications, a category that also includes Columbia University and Stanford University. The ranking indicates that Andrews and other national universities in this category offer a full range of undergraduate majors, plus master’s and PhD programs. These universities also are committed to producing groundbreaking research.

Andrews University made a few other U.S. News & World Report college ranking lists. With a diversity index of .74 (the closer a school’s number is to 1.0, the more diverse it is), the University is tied second nationally in Campus Ethnic Diversity among national universities, a ranking shared with Stanford University, University of Houston and St. John’s University in New York.

With 14 percent of our student body composed of international students, Andrews is once again tied for 9th (with Brandeis University in Massachusetts) in Most International Students.

The physical therapy and social work programs at Andrews made the top 150 of U.S. News “Best Grad Schools 2014” list. Andrews’ graduate programs in counseling psychology and nursing, along with the University’s School of Education, were also included in the overall rankings. In the U.S. News “Best Online Programs 2014” ranking, the University’s online MBA and graduate education programs were both listed among the top online programs (ranking #69 and #109 respectively among nearly 150 ranked programs in each area).

Andrews was also listed within other “best of” lists in U.S. News annual rankings for national universities, including “A+ Colleges for B Students,” “Economic Diversity,” “Freshman Retention Rates,” “Highest Level of Need-Based Aid Awarded” (ranking #58 out of 250 national universities listed), and “Highest 6-Year Graduation Rates.” Forbes.com also ranked Andrews University #543 (an improvement over 2013 rankings) in “America’s Top Colleges,” a compilation of the 650 best educational institutions (out of more than 6,000) across the country.

Forbes gives an overall rating and smaller subcategory ratings; once again, Andrews University also made the lists “Best Private Colleges,” “Best Research Universities” and “Best in the Midwest.”

Like many universities nationwide this fall, Andrews University has seen a decrease in its 2013–2014 enrollment, with 3,516 undergraduate, graduate and post-doctoral students enrolled on our main campus. This represents an overall decrease of 35 students, or one percent fewer than last year. Even with that decrease, over the past decade, enrollment on the University’s Berrien Springs campus has increased by more than 500 students, or 17 percent.

“The trend in our enrollment this fall reflects a national trend in undergraduate higher education, especially with decreases in freshmen student populations across the United States,” says Randy Graves, vice president for enrollment management. “We’re challenged to continue to find ways to contain our costs, as well as find effective ways to help assure our students graduate in a timely way and, as a result, reduce their overall level of student debt. We’re working together as a campus this fall to understand how we can tighten our focus on serving our current students as well as those who will attend Andrews in the future.”

Elsewhere on the Berrien Springs campus, the graduate programs enrolled 386 new graduate students this fall, the highest number in five years, and an increase of 29 new students over last fall’s enrollment in this category.

Three years ago, Andrews University assumed ownership of Griggs University & Griggs International Academy, previously operated by the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.

The newly created School of Distance Education oversees the operations of these Griggs programs, and also coordinates affiliate and extension education sites for the University throughout the United States and around the world. Altogether, 3,049 students pursue Andrews University degrees at affiliate or extension sites worldwide (this number includes 994 Griggs University students).

Griggs International Academy teaches 1,562 students worldwide. These include students at both elementary and high school levels doing home schooling or studying full-time at Griggs International Academy sites globally, along with Job Corps, a program that offers high school diplomas and job skill training to at-risk students throughout the United States.
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AUTV premieres on campus
Hosted on YouTube, AUTV features news, devotionals, character profiles and short films

The premiere of Andrews University Television (AUTV), “Take Me to the Movies,” on Sunday, Oct. 20, promoted their new YouTube station where students can watch videos made specifically for them by their peers.

Tiffany Evering, senior photography major and director of AUTV, directs, produces and writes for the videos that are showcased online. Working alongside her is Jourdain Smith, senior documentary film major, director of photography; Lauren Olson, senior documentary film major and head editor; and Ben Choi, freshman pre-physical therapy major and assistant director. AUTV has three contract workers and also depends on volunteers. Jonathan Jacobs, president of the Andrews University Student Association (AUSA), directs and produces as well.

The AUTV station will debut a variety of different videos to engage Andrews’ students. Character profiles, dubbed “The Profile,” are short documentaries about students on campus. The first episode of this series, “Scriptural Beauty,” premiered on the AUTV YouTube page and shares the story of Brazilian Christian artists Tiago and Andre Arrais, who use the beauty of scripture to inspire their music to spread the gospel.

“Moods” is a series of silent shorts that will be shown about twice a month and will incorporate a story that the student filmmakers create and set to classical music.

There will also be a special segment featuring Andrews’ seminary students entitled “Devotion.” These shorts will allow students to listen and watch devotions made specifically to inspire the Andrews community.

The series “Based” is currently in production and will incorporate stories heard from friends and peers and create them into short films.

Along with these original series, the Department of Communication is producing a campus-wide news program and will also provide live streaming of the University’s basketball games and church services.

“We are very honored to be able to provide this sort of service for the Andrews community and we pray we expand,” says Evering. “Our goal is unify our campus and to inspire creatively, spiritually and cognitively. We want to hear from our community because we are a service for them.”

AUTV shows are archived at www.youtube.com/watchausa.

Campus raises funds for typhoon relief
Andrews Filipino International Association spearheads relief for victims of Typhoon Haiyan

Within hours after Typhoon Haiyan hit the shores of the Philippines, Andrews University students were in action. The Andrews Filipino International Association (AFIA) gathered to discuss what they could do to help from halfway around the globe. Their initial reaction was to just do what they could.

“We started with selling our extra club apparel,” explains Fares Magesa, AFIA sponsor and financial aid advisor for Student Financial Services. “We set up a table in the Campus Center and provided a bucket for cash donations, too. That small act has led to many opportunities to help the people of the Philippines.”

One such opportunity was a partnership with the University Symphony Orchestra and Howard Performing Arts Center for a benefit concert in late November. Through the emergency management initiatives of ADRA International, both the orchestra and the Howard Center contributed 100 percent of the concert’s proceeds to aid victims of the devastating storm. AFIA also sold apparel at the concert as part of their fundraising campaign.

“Many Hands, One Hope,” giving all proceeds directly to ADRA. Between ticket and apparel sales, as well as concessions during the concert, AFIA was able to raise $1,900.

Since the initial setup of that small table in the Campus Center, AFIA has received large lump sum donations from churches as far away as Atlanta, and were approached by a catering company about holding a benefit banquet. In addition, the Filipino-American church in Berrien Springs partnered with AFIA to hold a benefit international food fair, bringing in nearly $3,000 for ADRA and the Philippines.

The Gospels class taught by Teresa Reeve in the seminary held a benefit garage sale on December 8 with proceeds going to ADRA.

“In a situation like this, you truly see how the generosity of many hands and hearts continue to give the people hope,” says Magesa. “We are thankful for the support of our local and extended community, as well as Andrews University’s administrative support. It has been inspirational to watch people come together for good like this.”

For more information and fundraising updates, visit andrews.edu/go/afia or contact the association at afia@andrews.edu.
The first issue addressed in President Andreasen’s fall board briefing, held Oct. 29, was campus student diversity. The current trend is a reduction in the number of white students at Andrews University, while the number of Asian and Hispanic international students is rising.

The president also reported that in the Midwest half of all private colleges and universities and one third of public colleges and universities did not reach their enrollment and budget expectations this year. Trends are the same across the country but less pronounced. This could possibly be related to the fact that the number of high school and academy graduates in the country is dropping, particularly in the Midwest and east.

Randy Graves, vice president for enrollment management, spoke to the board about initiatives to give the recruitment team an edge in attracting students. One is to reward students for finishing their degree in four years, and another is to give transfer students a similar financial aid option to what freshmen are offered. An important initiative that will be completed in December is the installation of an accurate, up-to-date cost calculator on the Andrews website.

The University’s commitment is to get more information out earlier so parents and students can determine their bottom line as soon as possible.

A report from the audit committee included no corrections or complaints from the auditors.

Although tuition during summer sessions in 2013 put budget a couple hundred thousand dollars ahead, fall enrollment patterns put it behind. Andreasen pointed out that the bigger challenge to operations this year is that health benefits are above budget by several hundred thousand dollars.

Enrollment budget for 2015 will be built on 98 percent of the current year. Tuition and fees will increase by three percent, the smallest increase proposed in the last five years, and church support will increase by two percent at the General Conference level and one percent at the North American Division level.

To achieve the board requirement of increasing the operating expenses budget by 3.3 percent, Andrews will reduce expenses by $900,000 across campus next year.

The Governance Committee updated their by-laws to reflect the change in procedure that the Higher Learning Commission requested clarification on.

The Academic Committee shared information about two new degrees: a Doctor of Missiology in the seminary focused on missions abroad, and a Bachelor of Science in music through the College of Arts & Sciences.

Finally, Larry Schalk, vice president for financial administration, shared preliminary designs for the health and wellness center, developed by committees with help from the architecture program at Andrews. Though its proposed interior and exterior designs are preliminary, its location has been determined to be northwest of the Howard Performing Arts Center and south of Pioneer Memorial Church.

The second part of the wellness initiative is more mission driven and less to do with the facility, involving things like food service, the exterior campus environment and hiring a wellness advocate.

Current funding for the wellness center totals just over $12 million, and conversations are in progress regarding another $3 million. Additional commitments totaling in the hundreds of thousands were made from board members.

The board also voted a number of faculty and staff appointments.

For the complete story go to: www.andrews.edu/news
As part of his “Directing the Documentary” class at Andrews University, Paul Kim, associate professor of documentary film, debuted a program to take his students to the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) this past summer and is considering opening up this opportunity to the entire Documentary Film program.

The TIFF is one of the two most prominent film festivals in the world, the other being the Cannes Film Festival in France. Because of worldwide exposure of the Toronto festival, Kim feels that this opportunity is important to get his students involved with film in a big urban area.

“One challenge I see with film today is that so much of what we are familiar with and so much of what we consume is mainstream,” says Kim.

The films presented in Toronto usually have plot lines that break social standards that the students may not be familiar with. It can help them develop different perspectives and consider in which direction they want their careers to go.

Kim took his students to a dozen films over the course of five days. The filmmakers and some actors attended the showings and took questions from the audience about their work.

There were a total of seven students who ventured to Toronto with Kim and those students used what they saw and discussed it throughout the semester during class. Kim feels this experience was important to expose the students to something bigger and broader than anything they’d seen before.

The Documentary Film program focuses specifically on non-fiction, which sets it apart from other schools with film programs.

Documentaries tend to embrace the social component, giving filmmakers a sense of civic responsibility as they approach their work. The students are encouraged to get their work out into the community and engage people by having conversations that would not otherwise take place.

“The power of cinema is considering life and situations in ways that people wouldn’t have otherwise,” Kim states.

Bon Appétit Management Company Terrace Café at Andrews University received their Great Expectation III (GE III) certification in December. The Bon Appétit staff have worked persistently to contribute to the unique dining experience of every guest in order to achieve this accomplishment.

The certification required a rigorous inspection of specific details of Bon Appétit’s operations including product sourcing, cleanliness, service standards, décor and food presentation. The GE III document breaks down these traits into specific measures that are applied station by station and program by program.

“GE III certification is the honor given to those accounts that completely adhere to the many operating standards of Bon Appétit,” says J. Mark Daniels, general manager and director of Bon Appétit at Andrews. “It is a stringent process and the standards are high. There are only a small percentage of accounts nationwide that have earned this coveted certification.”

Carrie Buckley, director of merchandising at Bon Appétit, was impressed by aspects of the cafeteria’s operation including the restaurant-quality breakfast with a made-to-order omelet station, the diverse vegan and vegetarian-only menu, the exceptional salad bar, the perfect sanitation and the organizational and descriptive signage. The Thai pesto was such a favorite among the reviewers that they even asked for the recipe.

The GE III certificate was created by Michael Bauccio, chief operating officer of Bon Appétit, to provide each unit with a standardized set of principles and operating procedures. These include alignment with the philosophy of cooking and purchasing that make Bon Appétit unique in the marketplace, creating the look and feel of an attractive and professional café, enhancing the experience of the guests, providing for guests with special dietary needs by clearly labeling food, enlightening guests to healthy food options and ethical food usage, creating a safe environment for everyone and, of course, guest and client satisfaction.

“In many ways this is the culmination of the efforts of myself, HR and the management team to build a strong group of individuals who are committed to excellence,” says Daniels. “It took a few years to make the changes, but the effort has been worthwhile and we are now ready to explore new and exciting ways to serve our guests and grow our market share in the community.”
First SciFEST features egg drop, quiz bowl, more

From November 14–17, Andrews University hosted the first SciFEST weekend, put on by the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Division in the College of Arts & Sciences. The event celebrated science and gave high school students a taste of what goes on around campus. For this first-ever SciFEST, Seventh-day Adventist academies within the region were invited to visit Andrews and participate in science-related events and activities along with the University community and the public.

“We want to show students that careers in the sciences can fulfill God’s purpose for people’s lives and that God has deigned each of us in a special way,” says Rachel Boothby, STEM Marketing & Enrollment Coordinator. “It is up to us to discover His design for our lives.”

Students attended a science show put on by STEM faculty and participated in a quiz bowl where they won prizes and were graded for their effort. As fun for the whole community, SciFEST also featured an egg drop event with a live play-by-play where engineering students dropped homemade vehicles carrying raw eggs from the top of the Science Complex and were judged on the vehicles’ performance.

On Saturday, students, faculty and community members enjoyed spiritual fellowship during a special Sabbath School and church service put on by various faculty and University students. Current Andrews students were involved with the events to better connect with the participants on a student-to-student basis. High school students and their teachers learned about what is happening in the departments in a fun and tangible way. “The purpose of this event was to bring together our departments and share this connection with the participants,” continues Boothby. “It forms a community—to work together, to worship together and to enjoy science together.”

The ethics of eating

“Like turning students into food activists,” Nestle laughs as she thanked Andrews for the invitation to speak. “People are really interested in ethical issues around food. They really care where food comes from. They care how animals are raised. This has become something that lots of people, students in particular, have become concerned about.”

Nestle is a consumer activist, nutritionist, award-winning author and academic who concentrates on the politics of food and dietary choice. A graduate of the University of California, Berkeley, Nestle teaches as a Paulette Goddard Professor at New York University in the Department of Nutrition, Food Studies and Public Health, which she chairs, and is also a professor of sociology.

Introducing the topic of the evening, Nestle referenced her colleague Kate Clancy’s original question about the ethics of food companies, “Is it ethical for food companies to make, and profit from, highly processed foods, urge people to consume such foods, and market such foods to children?”

“Public health people are utilitarian in ethical terms, which means that we think that if something does the greatest good for the greatest number of people, that it’s ethical.”

Nestle went on to discuss what the collective good is in the food industry, who the stakeholders are and how we can ensure that the various aspects of food production and consumption are done in an ethical manner.

She touched on two specific types of global issues. The first being food insecurity where there is not enough food available, and the second being obesity where there is an overconsumption of food. Both extremes play an important role in the ethics of food and its availability to specific communities. The solutions are both personal and societal.

For the most part, activists are pushing to make the food system healthier for people and healthier for the environment. It is all about making ethical personal food choices. Home cooking, teaching kids how to cook or growing your own food are all examples of voting with your fork. Making healthier food available to everyone should be a priority as well as experimenting with food caps and changing campaign laws.
Visit the Howard Center’s newly updated howard.andrews.edu for a schedule of more upcoming events and to purchase tickets online. Schedule is subject to change.

Faith Esham, lyric soprano & Chi Yong Yun, piano
Saturday, January 18, 2014, 7 p.m.
Free admission
Esham has performed in leading opera houses of the United States as well as Europe. She received a GRAMMY Award as principal soloist and best opera recording in 1984. She will perform selections that include pieces by Hugo Wolf and Henri Duparc.

Israel Houghton & New Breed
Sunday, January 19, 2014, 7 p.m.
$30 reserved seating, $10 AU students, $25 Flex Series/AU faculty & staff
A group of world-class musicians united to create a revolutionary fresh sound, which fuses gospel praise with contemporary worship music. Houghton’s current album Jesus At The Center debuted on multiple Billboard Charts and was named by Worship Leader Magazine as one of the Top 15 worship albums of the decade.

“Great Piano Trios”
Saturday, March 8, 2014, 8 p.m.
$10 general admission, $5 Flex Series/AU faculty & staff, free for students
Featuring Andrews University professors Claudio Gonzalez and Chi Yong Yun as well as renowned cellist German Marcano.
Jeane Robinson retires after 32 years of service

As accounts receivable, firms billing and purchasing agent for the University

Jeane Robinson, former accounts receivable, firms billing and purchasing employee at the Office of Financial Records at Andrews University, has retired after a total of 32 years of dedicated service.

Starting at Andrews in 1981, Robinson’s responsibility was to hand-type every financial statement each month. She was later one of the first ones to be trained to use a word processor and ever since has been involved in student accounts, firms and purchasing.

Besides working at Andrews, she taught for five years, worked at a hospital, established a public relations firm and worked for REACH International. She also did contract work for FOCUS magazine, which included editing, alumni news and proofreading.

“I never intended to stay so long, but circumstances in life sometimes don’t treat you the way you think they should,” says Robinson. “Life doesn’t always turn out the way you think it’s going to. But, in the long run, it turns out the way it’s supposed to.”

Although her job did not allow her to work with students very often, the times when she was able to were always a highlight. As she reminisced on her time at the University, Robinson recalled when the Rec Center was opened in the Campus Center and says it was one of her favorite memories.

“Many years ago when the school set up the Rec Center under the cafeteria, I worked on the project all summer with one of the nicest Student Association presidents,” says Robinson. “When they had the grand opening, the students presented me with a dozen red roses. That was really special because I’d never had anybody do something like that for me. That’s something I’ve thought of many times.”

One aspect of Jeane’s job that gave her a lot of challenges and fun was working with clients on redoing their office space, the space in new buildings, etc. She had to try and please everyone, yet stay within the budget given. The first new building she was in charge of involved purchasing. Sometimes smaller remodel projects could be much more work than the larger ones. First she had to work with designers to design the furniture for the spaces needed, then everything would have to be run by the proper people for approvals. Once the design was chosen, they would pick the fabrics, colors, paints, etc. Sometimes there were designers to help, at other times Jeane worked with the departments involved. Once all decisions were made and approved, then schedules were set up to implement the project. Big projects could take three to six months depending on the scope of the project. Jeane wasn’t alone in implementing everything, but coordinated many of the projects as well as ordered the items necessary.

Jeane says, “Once an office or project was completed, it was nice to see a better working environment for the people using the area. I hope the projects I have worked on will add to the comfort of many areas on campus for years to come. I have worked on major projects in most every building on campus in the last 20 plus years.”

Humble in sharing her stories, Robinson never admitted to the number of lives she has touched throughout her many years of service. Her positive attitude and strong work ethic demonstrate her extreme value to the University and how much respect her coworkers and peers have for her.

“I pulled out my retirement scrapbook from the reception they had for me and I was just amazed at how many people came,” Robinson exclaimed. “I thought maybe 20 or 30 people would come, but there were probably well over 200! I was just amazed, I couldn’t believe it! I felt really humble that people would think of me and come and spend a little of their time at the reception.”

As she looks forward to retirement, Robinson plans to focus on the projects she has set aside over the years.

“I like to scrapbook and I just returned from a trip to China that I went on right before I retired,” says Robinson. “I like to travel. I went with the students a couple years ago when they went on the Peru trip and I’ve been to South Africa as well. Before that, I went to Australia, New Zealand and Fiji, and I went to Europe when I was in college. So I’ve touched most parts of the world. My grandson said to me this weekend, ‘Grandma, you haven’t been to Antarctica yet!’ and I told him, ‘I don’t think I’m going there! That’s too cold!’ But I’d like to go back to Hawaii and parts of the U.S. that I haven’t seen.’”

“Life doesn’t always turn out the way you think it’s going to. But, in the long run, it turns out the way it’s supposed to.”

The people and environment of Andrews have strongly impacted Robinson and she is very grateful for the friendships God has given her throughout her career.

“The Lord puts people in your life for a reason and He’s put many good people in my life,” says Robinson. “The people who I have worked closely with remain my very good friends. I’ve developed close friends and in fact, one of my best friends, whom I worked with for 12 years, went through all my trials and tribulations with me. It’s been a good experience, a good place to be. People ask if I’m going to stay here and I tell them that this is where my friends are. Why move away? I have two daughters and six grandchildren and they are the highlights of my life.”

Robinson looks forward to getting involved in the holiday season even now that she’s retired.

“I’m known to make candies for Christmas,” says Robinson with a smile. “I keep saying every year that I’m not going to do it, but I’ve done it for maybe 20, 25 years. Everyone in the office tells me, ‘Oh, you can still bring some candy to work if you want!’”
Castelbouno and Keough receive CFRE credentials

Professional certification for fundraisers was a challenging hurdle

Audrey Castelbouno, associate vice president for development, and T. Ryan Keough, senior development officer at Andrews University, received the prestigious credential of Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) from CFRE International this fall.

Founded in 2001, CFRE International is a nonprofit organization that provides a reliable certification process for fundraising professionals. This program is the only professional certification for fundraisers and is known for being a difficult test that the majority of applicants fail multiple times before passing. Both Keough and Castelbouno, however, passed on the first go.

“With two certified fundraisers on this campus, it is a confirmation that we have a solid program in place at Andrews,” says Keough. “CFRE is an ethical fundraising program. When you are working with people and their finances, ethics must be held to the highest standard. We want Andrews donors to know they can trust us to do exactly what we say we are going to do with their donations. The ethics of fundraising are probably not as well known outside the fundraising world, but we’re trying to change that.”

Starting at Andrews in 2008, both Keough and Castelbouno were required to gain five years of experience before taking the exam, meaning the earliest they could attempt the certification exam was in 2013. Applicants must also complete a required amount of academic and professional performance and volunteer service experience to qualify. Test-takers are expected to have a thorough knowledge of a variety of fundraising techniques and practices.

“I never thought God’s plan for me was in fundraising,” says Keough, “but I find that there are correlations between fundraising and my prior experience in the automotive industry as a quality control engineer: I can figure out where a donor’s goals match the goals at Andrews University and start a productive relationship. And really, the relationship is what fundraising is all about.”

Michaud publishes web design textbook

Focusing on fundamental skills necessary for using HTML and CSS coding

Thomas Michaud, assistant professor of web design, published his first textbook, *Foundations of Web Design: Introduction to HTML and CSS*, in August 2013 through Pearson Education. The textbook focuses on the fundamental skills necessary for writing, or coding, a website using the core languages of HTML and CSS for any student pursuing a career in web design, front-end developing or any other design-related job.

“A friend of mine, who has also coauthored a book for Pearson Education, recommended they talk to me and see if I was interested in writing,” Michaud says. “I told them of previous plans of self-publishing my own book for my introductory course in web design that I teach and was asked to submit a proposal and draft of a chapter.”

Completing the book within three months out of his allowed five, Michaud would write a chapter at a time and submit each one separately for editing. Jonathan Wolfer, a design student at Andrews, contributed by making the cover along with the interior design and layout. To make it more user-friendly, the book’s slender design and ability to lay flat enables it to easily fit between the student and the computer.

“There was certainly enjoyment knowing I was finally writing a book that I felt best fit my course curriculum,” Michaud continues. “There are many great books on HTML and CSS, but they didn’t fit how I felt the course worked best in a classroom.”

Michaud’s textbook is currently being used this semester in his Web I class, an eight-week intensive course that specifically focuses on HTML and CSS, and it is also a reference tool for the remaining three courses in the web design program.

A number of other schools are considering introducing this textbook into their curricula for similar programs. Michaud plans to release materials including assignments, projects, grading rubrics, quizzes and video lectures based on his textbook. Additionally, he will be writing articles on the importance of students, as well as people of any age, learning the basics of coding and is hoping to present at South-by-Southwest Education (SXSW Edu).

“My editors were top notch in helping me find my voice and they helped me to critically think about why something either needed to be included or removed,” says Michaud. “We all came away believing this book would really be different.”
Reid travels to Germany for opera roles
While serving as coordinator of vocal studies for the Department of Music

New to the Andrews University faculty, Charles Reid, classical performer of opera and oratorio, has already demonstrated his immense talent by currently singing Don José in Georges Bizet’s opera Carmen at Theaterhagen in Hagen, Germany. Commuting between performances and the Andrews campus, Reid serves as associate professor and artist-in-residence as well as coordinator of vocal studies for the Department of Music. His roles include voice instruction, leading theatrical and opera productions, and teaching classes in vocal pedagogy, singer’s diction and vocal repertoire.

Reid has had more than 50 roles in opera and been involved with 40 oratorio works in venues around the world.

With a Bachelor of Music in vocal performance from Houston Baptist University and a Master of Music in opera performance from the University of Maryland at College Park, Reid has traveled across the United States and Europe performing opera and oratorio. Oratorio differs from opera in the sense that opera is musical theatre and oratorio is generally a concert piece centered on Biblical characters. Andrews plans on presenting J.S. Bach’s oratorio, “The Passion of Our Lord,” this Easter at the Howard Performing Arts Center, produced by Reid and featuring the University Symphony Orchestra, University Singers, and solo performers from the Department of Music.

Reid has had more than 50 roles in opera and been involved with 40 oratorio works in venues around the world, the most famous being the Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco Opera, Carnegie Hall, Bayreuth Festival, Theater an der Wien in Vienna, Austria, Salzburg Festival, Frankfurt Opera and Nationaltheater Mannheim in Germany.

“Every big plan I ever made for my career failed to come to fruition,” he recalls, “God always had bigger and better things in mind. A life in the theater or concert hall is intensely fun. The hardships of being on the road are less so, but singing as a job seldom feels like work, even though we work very hard. There is something about the act of using these artistic gifts, of creating, of playing, and most importantly, sharing with those for whom we sing. It is a tremendous blessing.”

To discover more about Reid and his career, visit charles-reid.com, or listen to the podcast he produces, “This Opera Life,” available on his website.

Mitchell receives award
As outstanding music educator

Alan Mitchell, assistant professor of music, has been awarded the 2013 Michiana Outstanding Music Educator Award by Quinlan & Fabish Music Company. The award recognizes excellence in the field of music education in the Michiana area.

Mitchell’s name was placed in nomination by a peer and selected by a committee made up of previous award winners and the company’s Blue Ribbon Selection committee.

“I feel especially honored to be recognized by my fellow public school music teachers in Southwest Michigan,” says Mitchell.

Mitchell was the only recipient who teaches in higher education; the other six 2013 award winners were high school and middle school educators. A special awards presentation was held in Plymouth, Ind., and included a luncheon and special guest speaker.

The Quinlan & Fabish awards have been presented annually since 1989 in the Chicago area and the Michiana awards began in 2010.
Both of you currently teach at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary. What are your areas of expertise?

John has been assistant professor of church history since 2004. Teresa is associate professor of New Testament Contexts. She began teaching at the seminary in 2002.

Both of you received your PhDs at the University of Notre Dame. How was your experience there?

We chose Notre Dame for two main reasons. We needed a program that excelled both in New Testament and Christian history. They also offered us a nice scholarship. We found the faculty to be extremely gracious. They treated the PhD students as colleagues. We’ve attempted to cultivate that graciousness in our positions at the Seminary.

How did your interest in climbing begin?

We ran into each other during registration at Pacific Union College in 1979 and were excited to find out that both of us were interested in the rock climbing class, which took place on Mt. Saint Helena. There were numbers for each climbing rope, and we were assigned Rope 6, Climbers A & B. Our current license plate still bears that designation: 6AB. Since then we have climbed in British Columbia, Joshua Tree, Yosemite (John has climbed El Capitan and Half Dome), Devils Tower and the Vedauvoos in Wyoming, South Dakota, Minnesota, Colorado, Maryland, Kentucky, and of course at Marquette and Grand Ledge here in Michigan.

What other types of exercise do you enjoy?

Madeleine (our daughter) and Teresa love to bike. John used to be a long distance runner. He qualified for the Boston Marathon and ran a lot of marathons until a knee injury from a fall sidelined him from that activity. He now does speed walking and we all cross-country ski on the back of our property, which is bordered by the old Interurban rail line for miles. We have nine acres to take care of, which includes mowing all our lawns with a walking mower, and we also backpack and canoe. We love the outdoors. Our daughter reintroduced us to tennis this year when she did tennis camp at the Greater Berrien Springs Recreation Program. It was something we can do as a family and she also liked the opportunity of teaching her parents!

Madeleine’s first backpacking trip was to Upper Yosemite Falls at the age of 9, more than six miles round trip, with an elevation of 6,550 feet. We’ve also done a lot of canoe trips in the Boundary Waters region of Minnesota. John used to be a youth pastor for the Minnesota Conference and ran the summer camp there so we took kids there several times a summer.

Do you have future exercise goals?

Teresa’s goal is to finish canoeing the Mississippi River. To date she’s done 250 miles from the source down to St. Cloud, Minn. So far it’s been a solo journey, but Madeline would like to go on the next leg through Minneapolis and St. Paul and start into the locks. It will be more fun with someone else to go through that challenging section.

John plans to do more long distance walking and backpacking including the full Appalachian trail and John Muir trail. He used to do 5.11 climbs (considered some of the most difficult), but his current goal is to stay in shape, keep healthy and continue climbing. (The inset photo was taken in the 1990s in the Black Hills of South Dakota.) In the meantime, firewood (5–6 cords a year), snow shoveling our long driveway and lawn mowing keeps John from lazing out.

We have found that in university teaching there is never a downtime to pursue these larger exercise goals so we are learning to plan outings a year or two in advance so we can fit them in. Our goal for next summer is to canoe the Bowron Lakes chain in British Columbia. Mainly, with our busy schedules our goals are to stay active outdoors with a variety of different things that keep exercise fun and interesting. We also take advantage of teaching in different locations to get out into nature and exercise wherever we are.

What do you view as the benefits of a healthy lifestyle?

What aren’t? The most immediate thing for Teresa is stress management. Exercising at least 25–40 minutes every day keeps her sane, provides a good night’s sleep, and makes her feel more energetic and cheerful. We’ve both exercised since we were in high school (Monterey Bay Academy and Rio Lindo Academy), where we had good physical education teachers who encouraged us. And of course at our ages, weight management becomes more of a problem so it’s helpful for that, too. Just the anticipation of climbing and running and getting on the climbing wall every week keeps John from being out of shape. The expectation of being active never goes away.

Madeleine’s first backpacking trip was to Upper Yosemite Falls at the age of 9, more than six miles round trip, with an elevation of 6,550 feet. We’ve also done a lot of canoe trips in the Boundary Waters region of Minnesota. John used to be a youth pastor for the Minnesota Conference and ran the summer camp there so we took kids there several times a summer.
Teresa Reeve demonstrates her climbing skills on the wall they've installed in their home. Photo by Darren Heslop, IMC staff photographer.
The Homecoming theme this fall was *Celebrating our Legacy*. Andrews University (formerly Emmanuel Missionary College/Battle Creek College) has played an important part in our Adventist history since it began in 1874, by sending out missionaries, educating teachers, and preparing young adults to become admired professionals within their given fields. Those who attended enjoyed fellowship with one another at a generous variety of 48 events. Through inspirational speakers, exceptional music, fabulous food, fun activities, and numerous opportunities to visit and network, many meaningful memories were made. Each of these faces has a story to tell and memories to share of a wonderful weekend. Thank you for coming to celebrate your alma mater.
HOMECOMING DINNER
The beautiful table settings and delicious food set the tone for this special festive event. The 2013 Honored Alumni and Spirit of Philanthropy Award recipients were recognized, as well as members of the Class of 1963 who were inducted into the Golden Hearts Club.

ANDREWS TREASURES EXHIBITION
President Andreasen invited everyone to the Andrews Treasures Exhibition, installed in nine locations across campus. Many of the treasures were brought out of storage and organized for public viewing for this first-time comprehensive display. Most of the exhibition remained on display through the month of October for campus and community to enjoy.
WOMEN’S SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE BRUNCH

Demetra Andreasen presented former Andrews First Lady Veda Lesher, *above left*, with a bouquet of roses in appreciation for her years of service to the women students of Andrews University. The guest speaker was 2013 Honored Alumna Elizabeth Johnston Taylor, *above right*, who presented results of her research exploring spiritual responses to illness and nurse perspectives on supporting patient spiritual health.

WES CHRISTIANSEN MEMORIAL GOLF OUTING

The Harbor Shores Golf Club in Benton Harbor, Mich., was the perfect setting for a morning of golf. More than 100 golfers enjoyed the opportunity to play on this worldclass course while supporting the Wes Christiansen Memorial Scholarship. The winning teams are pictured to the right.
TAMBUNAN
LEADERSHIP LUNCHEON
Undergraduate Leadership students were privileged to learn and network with alumni professionals at this special invitation-only luncheon. The event was made possible by the generous sponsorship of Andrews alumni, Tim (BBA ’90) and Ellen (MSMT ’80) Tambunan.

CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
RENOVATION OPEN HOUSE
Visitors enjoyed a look at the extensive renovation that took place in the department over the last four summers. David Nowack, chair of the Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, displays the renovated stockrooms. Visitors were also able to view the organic teaching labs and have a unique tour of the renovated air-handling system.

“GOODBYE DIABETES”
COMMUNITY HEALTH EVENT
Wes Youngberg (BS ’83) shared current research on the most effective lifestyle-medicine strategies for the prevention, detection and reversal of pre-diabetes and type 2 diabetes. Wes is the author of Goodbye Diabetes: Preventing and Reversing Diabetes the Natural Way.
HOMECOMING PARADE

Participants and spectators alike were treated to a wide variety of parade entries this year. Judges for the occasion were Deb Berecz (BS ’88), Keri Suarez (BA ’01) and Jeff Montero (BSW ’10, MSW ’12). The People Power Choice winner was Crayon Box (left), First Place—Dept of Agriculture, Second Place—Dept of Engineering & Computer Science, and Third Place—Custodial Services.
INTERNATIONAL FLAG RAISING CEREMONY

The celebration of the global family that makes up Andrews University is portrayed with national pride by all participants. On the facing page is Mariem Ruiz (Mexico) and on the right, left to right, are Esther Hare (India) and Antje Gallewski (Germany).

UNIVERSITY VESPERS

Jay Murdoch, below left, student chaplain for missions, encouraged vespers attendees to write a note of encouragement to a current student missionary and place it in their personalized box. Björn Karlman (BA ’06), below right, spoke of his passion for service, which led him and his wife to volunteer in four different areas of the world for a year.
UNIVERSITY AT WORSHIP

Worship services were hosted across campus. The 50th Reunion Class presented Sabbath School in Pioneer Memorial Church. Emil Moldrik (BA ‘63), top right, accompanied his wife Ruth (BS ‘63) on the organ for special music. Timothy Nixon (MDiv’91, DMin ’11), middle right, spoke for New Life Fellowship, which took place in the Howard Performing Arts Center. Arne-Kristian Andersen, bottom right, was the guest speaker for One Place, held in Newbold Auditorium, Buller Hall.
MUSEUMS AND OPEN HOUSES

Multiple open houses were held across campus on Sabbath afternoon. The James White Library, *left above and below*, showcased a large display of artifacts as part of the Andrews Treasures Exhibition. The Department of Behavioral Sciences in Buller Hall, *above right*, had a collection of photographs from their Peru study tour for visitors to view.

REUNION LUNCHEONS

Members of the 50th and 60th reunion classes enjoyed a special “Little Italy” buffet in the Lincoln and Badger Rooms of the Campus Center. The menu included house-made spinach lasagna with sun-dried tomato sauce, garlic bread sticks, broccoli spears, caesar salad and a selection of desserts.
HARVEST PICNIC
A mild fall evening attracted a large crowd of local and visiting alumni for fellowship, food and gospel music. As always, the coals of the bonfire proved a popular spot for roasting marshmallows.

DESSERT RECEPTION
Guests were invited to enjoy a selection of yummy desserts in the Howard Performing Arts Center lobby before attending the gala concert during this 10th anniversary season at the Howard.
ALUMNI HOMECOMING GALA
Pops and Nostalgia was the theme for this concert, performed for an appreciative crowd at the Howard Center. It featured the three major music ensembles of the Department of Music: Wind Symphony, conducted by Alan Mitchell; University Singers, conducted by Stephen Zork; and Symphony Orchestra, left, conducted by Claudio Gonzalez.

STUDENTS VS. ALUMNI BASKETBALL
An enthusiastic crowd cheered on both teams at this annual match-up. Many returning alumni were former members of the award-winning Cardinals team so the level of play was exceptional. Not to be outdone though, the current student team came out ahead.
AGRICULTURE BREAKFAST
Garth Woodruff, adjunct agriculture professor and manager of Andrews Student Gardens, serves up fresh pancakes to an attendee of the annual breakfast held in Smith Hall. Current staff, faculty and students mingled with returning groups of the same to share updates of what’s happening in the department.

AVIATION BREAKFAST/FLY-IN
Pilots flew in from the surrounding area to meet with aviation enthusiasts, share a hearty pancake breakfast, tour the flight simulation center and enjoy looking at the planes. The Class of 1963 also made a special announcement of the amount raised to date for the endowed scholarship they plan to fund for the mission pilot program.

HEALTH & FITNESS EXPO
Learn. Play. Interact. This event was designed to provide health and fitness information in a fun and interactive way for alumni, students, faculty, staff and community members. Opportunities included mini workouts, games, cooking demos, nutrition information, BMI testing and more.
HARVEST 1 MILE FAMILY WALK AND HARVEST 5K/10K RUN

Even though the morning began with a drizzle, that didn't dampen the spirits of those who signed up to run or walk the beautiful course around campus. Chip timing was used to time all races, thanks to the generous sponsorship of the local Honor Credit Union.

RISE FOR AU

Since the 25-bike minimum was reached, the Berrien County Sheriff’s Department Motorcycle Team escorted the ride which takes a scenic route through beautiful Southwestern Michigan. Plan to join in next year!
Alumni calendar of events
For more information visit us online at www.andrews.edu/alumni/ or contact the Office of Alumni Services at 269-471-3591 or alumni@andrews.edu.

January

12 Arizona Regional Event
   10 a.m.
   Acacia Restaurant
   Camelback Golf Club
   7847 N Mockingbird Ln
   Scottsdale, Ariz.

14 Texas Regional Event
   6 p.m.
   Avelo's
   1041 West I-20, Arlington, Texas

February

4 Nevada Regional Event
   6:30 p.m.
   The Venetian
   Lido Ballroom 3001B, Level 3
   3355 Las Vegas Blvd S
   Las Vegas, Nev.

California Regional Events
5 Roseville
   6 p.m.
   The Old Spaghetti Factory
   731 Sunrise Ave, Roseville, Calif.

March

Tennessee Regional Events
30 Nashville
   Check website for more details.
31 Chattanooga
   Check website for more details.

April

1 North Carolina Regional Event
   Asheville
   Check website for more details.

3 Ohio Regional Event
   Kettering
   Check website for more details.

Please Note: Locations and times are subject to change. As the date of the event you’re interested in gets closer, be sure to double-check the alumni website or call the office for updates.

RSVP for an event
RSVP for the above gatherings online at AU&ME, our alumni community: alumni.andrews.edu/rvsp.

Who are alumni?
If you’ve attended, worked or taught at Andrews University we consider you alumni! And if you’re a parent or a potential student considering Andrews, you’re invited to be our honored guest at any of the above alumni gatherings.

L–R: Marge (Fowler) Allen (BA ’61), Dale Twomey (BS ’61, former faculty), Helen (Herzog) Roberts (BS ’61), Jim Davidson (BA ’51), Edith (Metzger) Applegate (BA ’58)

Would you be interested in serving as a local host for an alumni gathering? Or maybe you’d be willing to sponsor an event in your area? How about serving on our Alumni Board of Directors? Connecting with students as a mentor? We’d love to hear from you! Email alumni@andrews.edu or call 269-471-3591.
Regional events

**Portland, Oregon**
*Sunday, October 20, 2013*

A nice vegetarian brunch was served at the Monarch Hotel & Conference Center, where 20 alumni gathered. **David Faehner** (MA ‘72), **Timothy Sherwin** (BS ‘80), **Tari Popp** (BS ‘81), and **Tami Condon** (BS ’91, MA ’13) shared pictures and news from campus.

**Walla Walla, Washington**
*Wednesday, October 23, 2013*

We had about 40 alumni and friends in attendance, where we met for the first time at Jacobi’s Café, a local favorite in charming downtown Walla Walla. Timothy Sherwin, Tari Popp and Tami Condon shared pictures and news from campus, while everyone enjoyed an Italian buffet, featuring vegetarian lasagna.

**Columbia, Maryland**
*Sunday, November 3, 2013*

Located at the Sheraton hotel in Columbia, 85 guests enjoyed a vegetarian brunch. **Hebe Soares** (att.), **Audrey Castelbuono** (BS ‘78), and David Faehner were the hosts that morning and shared updates and pictures from campus.

**New York City, New York**
*Monday, November 4, 2013*

Nick’s Pizza has become a New York City favorite, as once again 25 alumni and friends came out after work to mingle and network together. Hebe Soares and Audrey Castelbuono were the hosts that evening and shared information about Andrews.
Bermuda

Sunday, November 17, 2013

More than 30 alumni and friends showed up to the Henry VIII restaurant, as guests packed the room and shared a lovely brunch. Hebe Soares and Tami Condon enjoyed catching up with local alums, while sharing updates from campus. It was exciting to see alums from several decades, including our most recent, August graduate Jonathan Jervis (BSW ’13), who will be returning to Andrews next semester to begin his graduate degree in social work.

Join us, the meal’s on us!

There’s nothing quite like an alumni gathering to catch up with an old roommate, visit with local alumni, or maybe even network with a local professional. Be sure and bring your family and invite fellow attendees too, because the more the merrier. We’re all about staying informed and connected. To find out if there’s an upcoming regional event near you, see the Alumni Calendar on page 28.
Elizabeth Johnston Taylor (BS ’84)

Elizabeth (Beth) Johnston Taylor graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia with an MSN in oncology nursing in 1987 and a PhD in nursing in 1992. Her dissertation was titled, “The Search for Meaning Among Persons Living with Recurrent Cancer.” She currently serves as Professor at the School of Nursing, Loma Linda University.

After a brief stint teaching nursing at the University of Southern California, Beth joined the Loma Linda University School of Nursing faculty in 2000 and has remained on the faculty there part-time, including the years that she lived in New Zealand (2007–2012), where she served as Director of Research at Mary Potter Hospice in Wellington.

While attending the University of Pennsylvania, Beth began her research addressing spiritual responses to illness and the role of nurses in supporting patient spiritual wellbeing. This focus continued in clinical pastoral education, spiritual direction training, and a postdoctoral fellowship. Subsequent funded research has resulted in almost 80 journal articles and book chapters, three textbooks, and numerous presentations around the world.

Beth has presented more than 60 keynote addresses/invited lectures across North America and in New Zealand, Korea, Jordan, Japan and Malawi. Her latest book, Religion: A clinical guide for nurses (Springer), won the 2012 PROSE Honorable Mention award for nursing and allied health from the Association of American Publishers Professional Scholarly Publications division. She previously authored Spiritual care: Nursing theory, research, and practice (Prentice Hall, 2002), What do I say? Talking with patients about spirituality (Templeton Press, 2007), and co-authored Religion, religious ethics, and nursing (Springer, 2011).

She married violinist Lyndon Johnston Taylor, whom she first met at Ruth Murdoch Elementary School and began dating during Andrews Academy days. They have two daughters, 15 and 13, whom Beth has also homeschooled some of the time.

Roy Vartabedian (BS ’77)

Roy Vartabedian received a Master of Public Health in nutrition/health education and Doctor of Public Health in preventive care from Loma Linda University in 1980. He is a preventive healthcare specialist, health and wellness consultant, speaker and author, and has personally assisted and directed the training of hundreds of thousands of people from all over the world in learning how to achieve a healthy lifestyle over the last 30+ years.

Roy is an internationally published, best-selling author by HarperCollins with his book Nutripoints, a New York Times National Bestseller and on Southwest Booksellers Association and Dallas
Bestseller lists. The publication was a dual main feature in the Literary Guild and Doubleday Book Clubs, and has been published in a total of 13 countries in ten languages worldwide. He is the publisher of 12 best-selling books, CDs, and educational publications with world-renowned speakers/authors.

He founded Vartabedian & Associates Designs for Wellness and Designs for Wellness Press in 1990. The companies have educated tens of thousands individually and in corporate and community groups in the areas of longevity, nutrition, exercise training/fitness, and stress management.

Roy has also been a guest on national television programs, such as the Today show; Live with Regis; Everyday with Joan Lunden; and a variety of other national and regional television and radio programs.

His leisure activities include traveling to tropical destinations and going on nature hikes and sunset beach walks with his family, friends and their two Samoyed dogs, Kolo and Sky. He enjoys keeping abreast of global current events, contemporary health/longevity research, and financial markets. Roy resides in Carlsbad, Calif., with his wife Renee, a chiropractor, and his son Alex, age 12, who enjoys competitive soccer.

Russell Lonser (BA ’90)

Russell Lonser received his MD from Loma Linda University Medical School and completed his neurological surgery residency training at the University of Utah. During his residency training, he performed a research fellowship at the Surgical Neurology Branch in National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) at the National Institutes of Health and returned as a staff member in 2001. He was later appointed branch chief and program director of the NINDS Neurological Surgery Residency Training Program.

Russell is currently professor and chair of the Department of Neurological Surgery at the Ohio State University. He has authored more than 200 scientific and clinical publications and is on the editorial boards of the Journal of Neurosurgery and Neurosurgery. He is an academic editor for PLoS One and consulting editor for Neurosurgery Clinics of North America. He is head of the Research Subcommittee in the Head, Neck and Spine Injury Committee for the National Football League. Lonser has been awarded the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and Congress of Neurological Surgeons Tumor Section Tumor Young Investigator Award and the National Brain Tumor Society Mahaley Clinical Research Award.

He and his wife Carolyn have three girls, Hannah, 12, Sarah, 9, and Alicia, 5.

Steinthor B. Thordarson (BA ’64, MA ’73, DMin ’85)

Steinthor is currently retired, having served the Seventh-day Adventist Church from 1964—2005. He was raised in the Lutheran faith, but decided to attend Hlidardalsskoli, a secondary boarding school in Iceland, advertised in an Ingathering magazine. There he met Lilja Gudsteinsdottir, who was born and raised in an Adventist home. They were married on April 1, 1956, in Vestmannaeyjar. Steinthor worked all night in a fish factory before the wedding, and after the wedding they both attended an evangelistic meeting conducted at the church. They were strong supporters of the church and would not miss the meeting.

A couple of years later, Steinthor felt a desire to know more about his faith in order to better answer questions from his coworkers. The couple sold their portion of a house under construction and used the proceeds to pay for the first year’s tuition and travel to Andrews University. The only housing available for undergraduate married students was Tin Town. Their son Throstur remembers, “dad sitting on top of the heater during cold winters, dressed in a coat, mittens and hat, trying to stay warm while studying. They knew little English, but worked hard, and dad read his lessons with a dictionary in one hand.”

Steinthor began his ministry for the Adventist church as pastor and department director of the Iceland Conference from 1964—1977. In 1978 he moved to Rivers Mission in Nigeria, where he served as mission president. After receiving his Doctor of Ministry in 1985, he pastored the Highlands Church in Harare, Zimbabwe for three years, where they were asked to integrate the white church. In 1988, he returned to Iceland and was a pastor and evangelist for the Iceland Conference. His doctoral thesis was titled, “A Study of Factors Related to the Numerical Growth of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church in Iceland from 1950 to 1980.” In 2001 he established a Christian radio station in Iceland, broadcasting 24/7, which he still maintains.
Lilja (Gudsteinsdottir) Thordarson (1937–2010) (BSELED '84, MAT '85)

Lilja taught both church school and public school in Iceland from 1970–1977. When her husband Steinthor returned to Andrews University to obtain a graduate degree, she also attended and completed her undergraduate and graduate degrees in record time with high honors.

After receiving her master’s degree in elementary education she served as principal of the church school in Harare, Zimbabwe. When she returned to Iceland in 1988 she focused on reading education and became renowned in Iceland as one of the best reading specialists. She was director of the special education department at Barnaskoli Njardvikur and numerous parents moved to that town in order to have their children attend special education under her tutelage.

Lilja also published a workbook for teachers teaching children with learning difficulties, still widely used in public schools in Iceland. She died in 2010.

Throstur Birkir Thordarson (BA ’79, MDiv ’82)

Throstur is currently senior pastor of the South Bend First Seventh-day Adventist Church in South Bend, Ind. He began his undergraduate education at Newbold College in England and graduated from Andrews University with a BA in theology in 1979 and an MDiv in 1982. He studied business administration and human resources at Kent State University and did post graduate studies in organizational behavior at Purdue University, Krannert School of Management. He is currently working on his PhD at Andrews University. His dissertation is titled, “Correlation between Organizational Effectiveness and use of Funds in a Nonprofit Organization using Time Series Analysis.”

Throstur’s professional career began as a pastor, editor of Innsyn (a church youth magazine), and departmental director for the Iceland Conference of Seventh-day Adventists from 1982–1993. While in Iceland he pioneered a grief support ministry and was publishing chair of First Four Score Hymnal with 462 hymns in Icelandic, published in 1992 by Fraekornid Publishing House. Throstur worked for the Mountain View Conference from 1996–2000, while also serving as youth director.

From Hlidardalsskoli to Andrews University, Steinthor and Lilja Thordarson (deceased) have always been strong supporters of Adventist education. They instilled in each of their children a deep desire to learn.

L–R: President Niels-Erik Andreasen, Thor Thordarson, Smari Thordarson, Steinthor Thordarson, Throstur Thordarson

Steinthor Thordarson

During this time he served on the board of directors and wrote a business plan for Miracle Meadows School. He began working for the Indiana Conference as pastor of the Lafayette Seventh-day Adventist Church in 2000, and assumed his present position in South Bend in 2006.

He is a member of Beta Gamma Sigma and has also been a member of the American Management Association and American Psychological
Association. Throstur is also a published author and has presented multiple community seminars and public evangelism series.

Throstur and his wife, Jonina Gudmundsdottir (BMus ’81, MPT ’99), have four children. Hjalti Thordarson (MAT ’08); Hilda T. Scott, an elementary teacher in La Porte, Ind. and graduate student in educational leadership at Andrews; Heidar Thordarson, a financial executive for IU Health Surgical Centers, Indianapolis, Ind.; and Hrefna T. Czaja (BS ’10) who is currently working on a master’s degree in speech pathology in North Carolina.

Smari Thordarson (BA ’83)

After obtaining his undergraduate degree in biology at Andrews University, Smari received his MD from the Loma Linda University School of Medicine in 1987. He completed his residency in diagnostic radiology at Loma Linda in 1991. He has been a diagnostic radiologist at IU Health La Porte Hospital since 1991 and is currently chair of the Diagnostic Imaging Department.

Smari serves as chairperson of the By-Laws Committee and is a member of the Medical Staff Executive Committee. His professional memberships include American Medical Association, Indiana State Medical Association, La Porte County Medical Association (President 1997, Board of Directors ’95–’98), American College of Radiology and Radiologic Society of North America (Counselor for Indiana 1997–2001). He also served on the Board of Directors for Northern Indiana School of Radiologic Technology from 1993–96.

He says, “After graduating from Andrews Academy in 1978 I took a year off from school and went to Nigeria where my parents were missionaries. It was a life-changing experience to see how happy and generous people could be, having so little of the material things that we often think are essential. Andrews University provided me with an incredibly strong foundation in the sciences, with legendary teachers like Drs. Hare, Heidtke, Woodland and Stout in biology, Dr. Mutch in chemistry and Dr. Lee in physics.”

Smari is married to Lori (Zbaraschuk) Thordarson and they have been blessed with two children: Erik, a senior biology/pre-med student at Andrews University, and Shelby, a sophomore history major at Northwestern University.

G. Thor Thordarson (BS ’85)

Thor is president/CEO of Indiana University Health La Porte Hospital, a 227-bed hospital in Northwest Indiana. He received a BS in nursing from Andrews University in 1985 and earned an MBA from Kent State University, selected as Outstanding MBA Student of 1991. While at Kent State he was a graduate assistant for a professor working on information system research for NASA.

He is a seasoned healthcare executive with a history of innovation and success in leadership positions. His 28 years of healthcare experience include leadership positions in traditional hospital-based organizations as well as consulting and non-traditional, outpatient and physician-driven organizations. Positions he has held required significant entrepreneurial, analytical, collaboration and team-building skills in order to be successful.

Thor says, “The education I received at Andrews University provided a terrific foundation for continued learning throughout my career. I look back on my experience with fond memories of terrific faculty members who were always willing to spend extra time to help over that particular ‘hump.’ In particular, I remember Drs. Stout, Atkins and Heidtke, who were fantastic teachers. The memories from AU and the friendships established while there will last a lifetime.”

Thor is married to Lori Ann (Kendall) Thordarson, principal of Door Prairie Adventist Christian School in La Porte, Ind. They have three children: Alyssa, Kristofer and Tiffany. His personal interests include sports of all types: barefoot waterskiing, triathlons (completed Ironman Louisville 2009), mountain and road cycling, scuba diving, soccer and golf. He is also an instrument rated private pilot.
HONORED CLASSES

Class of 1953
Front Row (L–R): Ed Higgins, C Glenn Nichols, Rolene Hanson, Don Hanson, Mylas Martin

Class of 1963
Middle Row (L–R): Howard Bankes, Merlyn “Beth” McCalla, Linda Proctor Fattic, James North Jr, Watson Chin, Larry Grahn, Carolyn Janes Grahn, Ron Graham, Kirsten Anderson Roggenkamp, Clyde Roggenkamp, Myrna Klinger Myers, Barbara Jemison Myers, Mary Wise Wein

Class of 1973
Front Row (L–R): Wanda Cantrell, Esther (de Gannes) Jarrette
Back Row (L–R): Al Burdick, Dave Susens, Bob Cochran
Class of 1983
Front Row (L–R): Laurie (Benedict) Erickson, Sheryl Calhoun, Celinda Bauer, Larry Walker, Sabeulah Bates, Wes Youngberg, George Collins

Class of 1988
Front Row (L–R): Deb Bennett Berecz, Jeannie Maulsby Fletcher, Jon L Fletcher, Elizabeth (Tabakovic) Oakley, Debbie (Watkins) Jones
Middle Row (L–R): Bev Boyson, Dinah (Hernandez) Norcross, Mary (McNeil) Gantt, Nancy Hammond-Chaffin, Vicki Innis, Valerie Van Allen, Patricia Antoine-Norton
Back Row (L–R): David Leffler, Dave Village, Daniel Owusu

Class of 1993
Front Row (L–R): Wanda Cantrell, Annie Lopez, Xiaoming Xu, Diane Christian, Donald Sibblies
Class of 2003
L–R: Daniel Gonzalez, José Bourget, Juan Perla

Golden Hearts Club
First Row (L–R): Judy Patterson, Ruth Ann Baldwin-Cottrell, Glenn H. Hill, Mary Alice Hill, Thelma Gibbs Gilbert, Charlotte Groff, Janis Snowden-Gregston, Charlotte Moon, Doris Stickle Burdick, Rolene Hanson, Don Hanson, Marvin Feldbush, Ruth Clark-Moldrik, Emil Moldrik, Bonnie Jean Hannah


1950s

Chester “Chet” Damron (MA ‘58, MA ‘67) recently returned to Hodgenville, Ky., the birthplace of Abraham Lincoln, to celebrate the annual “Abraham Lincoln Days.” Hundreds of people from far and near come annually to participate in this two-day festive occasion. Of the many events, the “Lincoln Look-Alike Contest,” and the “Lincoln Oratory Contest,” are very popular. He won first place in both events. His speech was the Presidential Proclamation 97, made on March 30, 1863, “Appointing a Day of National Humiliation, Fasting, and Prayer” by President Abraham Lincoln. Chet writes, “The late Leonard Ravenhill spoke these sobering words; startling appropriate for contemporary America: ‘The self-sufficient do not pray, the self-satisfied will not pray, the self-righteous cannot pray.’ America today is facing many of the same issues that our 16th President Abraham Lincoln faced.” Chet currently resides with his wife Carolyn Rollins-Damron (att.) in Sylvia, N.C.

1960s

Alfred Lui (BA ’68) MD, FCAP, a pathologist from Torrance, Calif., was awarded with the CAP Distinguished Service Award at a special ceremony on Oct. 12, 2013, in Orlando, Fla., by The College of American Pathologists (CAP). Lui was recognized for his leadership in the successful promotion of private pathology practices and his ongoing contributions to organized pathology at the local, state and national levels.

Lui graduated summa cum laude from Andrews University. A member of the Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society. Lui earned his medical degree at Loma Linda University and completed his pathology residency at Harbor–UCLA Medical Center. His particular professional interests are liver and gynecological pathology, as well as process and quality improvement. He is a certified consultant for the Birkman Personality Assessment method, which focuses on team building, executive coaching, leadership development and conflict resolution.

Among his many contributions to the pathology specialty, Lui has held multiple roles in professional societies, often simultaneously, all while developing one of the largest and most successful private medical practices in California. His leadership roles include service to the CAP Councils on Education, Membership and Professional Development and the CAP Publications Committee. In addition, he is past president of the California Society of Pathologists (CSP), where he currently serves on the CSP Education Committee.

Lui is currently chief medical officer and chairman of the board of Pathology, Inc., an independent anatomic and clinical laboratory in Torrance, Calif. He is the cofounder of four pathology and independent laboratory companies, two of which are still in operation. In addition to Pathology, Inc., Lui cofounded the Affiliated Pathologists Medical Group, which has grown from a two-person group to 37 pathologists providing services to 14 hospitals and three independent laboratory locations in California, Oregon and Arizona. Pathology, Inc. is the largest independent laboratory in California with close to 400 employees and a focus on women’s health testing.

Philip A. Lewis (BA ‘61) and his wife Gladys celebrated 60 years of happy marriage on July 26, 2013. They held a party at their son Timothy’s house in Sheridan, Ill., on June 23 with all four of their children, 15 grandchildren and five great grandchildren present. Timothy was born on campus at Andrews in May 1961. Philip is now retired from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for which he worked for 28 years as an aquatic biologist. He has published several papers in scientific journals as well as a taxonomic manual titled, Taxonomy and Ecology of Stenonema Mayflies. He is still recognized as the world authority in this group of mayflies which has since been divided into three separate genera.

1970s

Irene Dennison Herr (BME ’70) was recently named Teacher of the Year for Keene ISD, Keene, Texas. Irene is a junior high reading and drama teacher. Previously she taught drama and music for the junior high and high school there. Irene’s husband, Gary J. Herr (BA ’70) is a licensed professional counselor who received his doctorate in social work in 2009 from University of Texas.
1980s

Patrick Manu (BA ’84), vice chancellor of Bugema University, received a high honor on Oct, 9, 2013, Ugandan Independence Day. At a celebration in Rukungiri in the western region of Western Uganda, the president of Uganda presented him with a presidential medal in recognition of his contribution to university education in Uganda and in the area of governance. Patrick says, “I would like to encourage my fellow alumni to put in their best whenever duty calls.”

1990s

Alexander Isaacs (BA ’92), recently published his life story titled Thy Will Be Done. The book chronicles his childhood, which was filled with family tragedy, and his early years in school through his teaching career at Long Creek Government School and his pursuit of advanced degrees in theology and public health. He also writes about his work with the Guyanese Ministry of Health and the Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA) as he sought to implement programs to enhance the health of his fellow citizens. Isaacs is currently serving as the health ministries and ADRA director of the Caribbean Union Conference. He earned a bachelor’s degree in theology with an emphasis in health ministry from Caribbean Union College, which was renamed the University of the Southern Caribbean in 2006 in Trinidad, an extension campus of Andrews University. He also holds a master’s degree in public health with double majors in international health and health promotion and education from Loma Linda University in Loma Linda, Calif. His book is published through TEACH Services, and is available through the publisher’s website.

2000s

In May 2013, Keri Suarez (BA ’01) accepted the role of business development manager for Wales & Associates, a private wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. Keri’s work at the St. Joseph, Michigan office centers around the marketing and communication aspects of the practice. Up until May of this year, Keri was the media relations specialist at the Division of Integrated Marketing & Communication at Andrews University. Keri, her husband Michael and their two daughters reside in Niles, Mich.

Keep us informed

Were you recently married? Have you rejoiced in the birth of a new child? Celebrated the life of a loved one who passed away? Share your recent life stories with alumni friends. Class notes provide an opportunity to include news about achievements, professional development, additional degrees or certificates, travel, hobbies, volunteer work or anything else interesting about you, or your family. If possible, please include a high-resolution digital photo or original print for publication in class notes. Thank you for keeping your alumni family up-to-date with your life.
Marriages

Darlene (Doran) Gillett (BS '12) and Derrick Gillett (BSA '12, MArch '13) are happy to announce their marriage on May 26, 2013, at Deer Path Gardens in Benton Harbor, Mich. They currently reside in Granger, Ind.

Births

To Duncan and Corey (Brace) Grodack (BBA '98), a son, Colby Cabot, born on August 27, 2013 in Winter Park, Fla. He joins siblings Calleigh, Aubree and Brady.

Deaths

Sanders S. Blakeney (BA '62) died Nov. 12, 2013, at home with his family at his side.

After graduating from Andrews University he completed medical school at Temple University in Philadelphia, Pa. He served in the U.S. Army for five years, completing his residency in OB/GYN at the Madigan Army Medical Center.

Prior to his solo practice, he was a member of Stork & Associates in Federal Way, Wash. He retired from private practice on Oct. 31, 2013. His desire for the wellbeing of others and his great spirit will be missed.

Sanders is survived by his wife of more than 50 years, Betttye Blakeney; two daughters, Krista Blakeney-Mitchell and Kelli Blakeney-Robinson; five grandchildren; and one brother, Lawrence Blakeney. He was predeceased by his sister, Meredith Brooks.

Alex Ruben Vargas Hernandez (former staff) was born August 27, 1965, in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. On Oct. 27, 2013, Alex succumbed to a heart complication.

He was the first in his family to accept Christ and since the age of 12 has been deeply involved with the ministry of the church.

Until he attended Antillian College in Mayaguez, Alex resided with his parents and younger brother, Melvin Vargas, in Barceloneta.

Alex began as an education major but soon realized that God had different plans for him and switched to theology. During his time at Antillian, Alex was involved as a school and spiritual leader. He was one of the youth directors at the college and director of the drama department.

One of his passions was the performing arts, and he organized and directed multiple plays.

During this time Alex met his future wife, Nereida. He was the youth director for the male students, with Nereida fulfilling the same role for the ladies. Alex and Nereida married on August 9, 1987. Alex would go on to work at the Convention Center for the Fine Arts. When offered a promotion that required work during the Sabbath, he promptly declined and chose to move on.

He went to work for the Red Cross as an instructor of classes for emergency response and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), but once again felt the call of the Lord and decided to focus on pastoral ministry by finishing his studies in education and religion.

Alex and Nereida were blessed with the birth of two beautiful daughters, Nerialex and Rossenery, born in 1988 and 1990, respectively.

On January 2001, all four members of the Vargas family arrived in Berrien Springs, in hopes of providing a great Adventist education for the children and attending Andrews University. Alex and Nereida held various jobs, including the Andrews Academy and RMES cafeteria programs, where they would impact the lives of hundreds of children and youth with their kind and cheerful demeanor.

They also continued to teach CPR and emergency response classes in Indianapolis, and Alex staged a Christmas ministry that performed in churches.

Unfortunately, in the wake of increasingly serious health concerns, Alex was forced to put his studies and full-time job on hold.

He is survived by his wife, Nereida (BS '98); daughters, Nerialex (current student) and Rossenery (BHS '13); mother, Candida; brother, Melvin; and his nephews.

John G. Snell (BS '71, MAT '74), 90, of Berrien Springs, died Oct. 19, 2013, at his home.

John was born May 31, 1923, near Watertown, Wis., on a farm overlooking the Rock River, to John and Lillian (Schnitger) Snell. He had two brothers and three sisters. At an early age he learned the value of hard work and responsibility.

He attended Broadview Academy, where he met Ruby Brown (MA '68), the love of his life and future wife of 71 years. They moved from Illinois to Michigan where John worked as a process engineer. John earned his master’s degree at Andrews and taught in Benton Harbor junior high schools for 17 years.

John had a passion for God and family. He also enjoyed camping, bird-watching, rock collecting, antiques, model trains, vintage toys, and joyful music.

Survivors include his wife, Ruby; their two sons, Dennis (Judy) and Doug (Rena); two daughters, Lynnece (Jerry) Abel and Joni (Tim) King; eight grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; and two great-great-grandchildren. He is also survived by a sister, Mae Gloede; a brother, Gerald Snell; and numerous nieces and nephews.


He graduated from Andrews Academy in 1978 after starring in varsity sports, particularly as the quarterback, and as a member and officer of the National Honor Society. He loved being involved in extracurricular activities during high school and delighted one summer in touring Europe with his parents.

Besides performing well scholastically and athletically during college at Andrews University, Roger served as vice president of AUSA and was chair of the Student Senate. He also traveled to Australia on a University-sponsored tour and graduated in 1982 with a degree in business.

After college, Roger contemplated becoming a lawyer and applied to several schools, including Harvard, to which he was accepted. However, before continuing his education, he moved to Washington, D.C. and worked as an intern in the Office of Management and Budget during the Reagan administration.

Ultimately, he elected to enroll at Indiana University in the School of Business in pursuit of his MBA. While attending the Indianapolis campus he once again excelled and was awarded the Outstanding Student Award in the MBA Career Integrated Program of the graduating class of 1986. He was also given recognition for distinguished service as a member of the Student Advisory Board. In 1984, while attending IU, he married Jennifer (Ginger) Duff (BS '81), his college sweetheart.

Upon graduating from IU, Roger and Ginger moved to Gaithersburg, Md. Roger was employed as vice president of Planning and Development at Shady Grove Adventist Hospital, where he first worked with Michel Augsburger.
Roger Vitrano after a muddy ball game during his college years (top above) and in a more recent photo

Roger Vitrano after a muddy ball game during his college years (BA '77)

Suffering a head injury resulting from a fall. Shortly after, in 1999, he moved again to be closer to Ginger’s family in Tennessee but ultimately returned to Northern California. In 2001 he moved into Auburn Oaks Care Center in Auburn, Calif., and was cared for during the next 12 years by his wife, parents, brother and sister.

Roger is survived by his wife of 29 years, his two daughters and a sister, Joyce Dirnberger, and brother, Ed. Interment occurred at Rose Hill Cemetery in Berrien Springs, where he was buried next to his parents.

Neil Mason Carruthers (BS ’10), 34, died unexpectedly August 11, 2013. His wife Florentina Nedelcu Carruthers, “Tina,” 29, died 46 hours later, following a courageous battle with a recurrence of brain cancer.

Neil graduated from Greater Boston Academy, a Christian school in Stoneham, Mass. He developed a love of the outdoors from visits to his grandparents in Maine and so when he attended Andrews University, Neil decided to study environmental science. He also spent a couple of summers working in the Alzheimer’s unit of a nearby facility.

After returning home, he did landscaping and construction on Cape Cod, then returned to Stoneham. He took a job at Winchester Hospital as a patient safety associate and sat through nights with confused, elderly patients, or those at risk of falling, to keep them safe.

When Tina and Neil first began talking via an online Christian Adventist dating website in 2008, their conversations about faith and friendship soon led them to meet in person. They married Sept. 5, 2010, in the Seventh-day Adventist church in Lawrenceville, Ga.

Neil knew Tina’s funeral might arrive sooner than either wanted since she had already been treated for brain cancer, but he told his mother, “Whatever time we have, I want to spend with her.”

The story of their short, but dedicated love affair was chronicled in the Boston Globe by Bryan Marquard.

Their joint funeral service was held at the Stoneham Memorial Seventh-day Adventist Church on Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013.

He is survived by his parents, Robert J. and Rosanne (Mason) Carruthers, sister Jill Hodson and her husband John, two nephews and one niece. He is also survived by his grandmother Virginia Mason of South Woodstock, Maine, and many aunts, uncles, cousins and his wonderful dog, “Bear.”

Preston Fletcher (BA ’73) was born May 21, 1951, in Memphis, Tenn. and died May 22, 2013, in Concord, Calif.

Preston was born and raised in the Midwest, and graduated from Andrews University in 1973. He met his wife Rose while working in Portland, Ore., and they were married in 1979.

In 1981 they moved to California, where Preston took a job with the treasury department of the Northern California Conference, a position he held until his medical retirement in 2012.

His daughter Melinda was born in 1982, followed by Hannah Joy in 1986. Preston joined the Antioch Adventist Church shortly after moving to California. He loved his church and loved working for his Lord, serving as head elder for many years. He dedicated countless hours to the church and school, including technology assistance, attending numerous committee meetings, meticulously arranging details of services, and personally supporting individual members.

Preston had an infectious positive attitude and an unwavering trust in God which continue to be an example to all who knew him.

He is survived by his wife Rose; daughters Melinda and Hannah Joy; mother, Evelyn Rost; and brothers Gregory, Jon and Christopher.

Harold Eugene Armstrong (att.), 82, of Joliet, Ill., died on Monday, April 15, 2013.

He was born Sept. 22, 1930, in Albany, N.Y.

Harold proudly served his country at Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, D.C., as a member of Operation White Coats. After discharge, he was employed for many years by International Harvester Corp. of Melrose Park.

After retirement, he worked another 10 years for Product Saver in Downers Grove, Ill. Harold was a long-time active volunteer at the Illinois Railway Museum in Union, Ill. He was also a long-time faithful member of the Hinsdale Seventh-day Adventist Church.

He is survived by his wife of 54 years, Marilynn (Case); son Kevin Armstrong; three grandchildren; sisters Esther Baker of Florida and Kathy (DIP2YR ’53) (Don) Labrenz of Wisconsin; and many nieces, nephews and cousins. Harold was predeceased by his parents.
The President’s Report

Andrews University has grown this past year, not just in size, but also in quality, and that matters to our students, faculty and staff, and those we serve—church and society both locally and around the world.

Here are some indications of progress. Our chemistry labs have been upgraded and the Department of Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology moved into new quarters this past year and will add a master’s degree to its offerings. The School of Business Administration grew its enrollment substantially, and the School of Education admitted an unusually large number of graduate students. The Departments of Social Work and Behavioral Sciences continued their research in human behavior. The latest findings are that family dinners protect children from developing debilitating behaviors (perhaps not surprising, but important). The seminary will offer a new doctorate in missiology next fall to help develop leadership in the world church. It plans a joint MDiv-MPH degree with the School of Health Professions, which itself is offering new degrees online. The School of Architecture, Art & Design has developed a new campus plan, and received a state award for the design. The Department of Music celebrated ten years of performance in the Howard Performing Arts Center. The School of Distance Education (formerly Griggs University) is putting new courses online and will surely play a growing role in delivering education beyond campus, and this is just for starters.

What is next for Andrews? We are working hard on a new initiative that promises to improve the quality of life for students, faculty and staff. A health and wellness program that includes fitness, good food, and recreational and athletic activities is on the drawing board, with venues for social activities and personal development. Also the community will be invited in. Nearly $12 million has been committed so far.

I am pleased to report this to you with a reminder that we are constantly mindful of the great educational mission of Andrews: To help students from across the country and around the world take full possession of their physical, intellectual and spiritual powers with which their Creator has endowed them. Thank you for your generous support of Andrews.

Sincerely,

Niels-Erik Andreasen, president

Advancement Report

This year our total voluntary support reached $5,121,165. We want to thank our alumni and friends for supporting our University.

We have added three new endowments bringing our total number to 432. Our endowed value is now more than $40 million. In addition, 208 families have notified Andrews University that they included us in their estate plans, bringing the value of planned gifts to approximately $52 million. We also received generous support from our church organizations, including local conferences, the Lake Union, North American Division and General Conference, totaling approximately $10 million.

Touching base with approximately 87,000 alums keeps our Alumni Services team busy with 100 events around the world annually. This year they are focusing on professional networking and mentorship opportunities, among other important initiatives. Homecoming was well attended and enjoyed by all with almost 50 events.

Health and wellness is still a focus on campus this year with the establishment of our campus-wide health plan and continued fund raising for our proposed Wellness Center. The President’s Council is leading the charge in supporting this project. More than half of the total funds needed have been received to date.

This year marks the 10th anniversary celebration of the Howard Performing Arts Center. Last year the Howard hosted approximately 70,000 guests, of which 50,000 were students and the other 20,000 from the community. The Howard Center continues to be popular venue for all segments of the surrounding area.

These are just a few ways in which the mission of Andrews University is advancing around the world through the generosity of some of our most important constituents—our alumni and donors. Your support gives Andrews the opportunity to continue to expand on the vision of our founders who recognized the need for the highest quality Adventist education. That need is just as strong today as it was in 1874.

Thank you again for partnering with us to make Andrews University the flagship school of the Adventist educational system.

Sincerely,

David A. Faehner, vice president
University Advancement
New endowments & named scholarships

James Bradfield Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established in May 2012 by the family of James Bradfield to benefit worthy and deserving student(s) enrolled at Andrews University who is/are pursuing a graduate degree in educational administration or leadership, have financial need as demonstrated by FAFSA, and who are connected with the Seventh-day Adventists in Africa, with a preference for students from Eastern or Southern Africa.

Friends of Andrews Academy Scholarship Fund
This scholarship was established in September 2012 by members of the Berrien Springs Spanish Seventh-day Adventist Church to benefit worthy and deserving student(s) enrolled at Andrews Academy who is/are or whose parent(s) is/are members of the Berrien Springs Spanish Seventh-day Adventist Church to provide 5% of remaining tuition up to a maximum of $400.00, after all other financial aid and/or scholarships have been applied.

Biology Graduate Legacy Endowed Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established in September 2012 by H. Thomas Goodwin to benefit worthy and deserving student(s) enrolled at Andrews University who is/are pursuing a graduate degree in Biology and has an approved research proposal that has been voted by their thesis committee, to the extent that there are students who qualify for this scholarship.

A mission for Christ

For the Class of 1963, homecoming weekend at Andrews University brought with it blue skies, fond memories and a special mission. As the 50-year class, the graduates of 1963 wanted to do something special to honor Andrews and current students.

Many of the ’63 classmates have dedicated their lives to service for the Lord, so when it came to choosing a class gift, the vote was unanimous: an endowed scholarship fund to help aviation students in the mission pilot program. This scholarship would provide support for students who have completed training and choose to serve in mission assignments. The cost of pilot training and proper certification can be upwards of $50,000, which prevents many students from pursuing their dream of becoming mission pilots after graduation, as they instead seek to pay off their extensive debt. This scholarship would help provide loan relief to graduates of the program and allow more students to choose the path toward which they feel God is calling them.

Aviation is an essential part of mission work, as pilots are able to transport missionaries, supplies and equipment around the world. Additionally, air evacuation of sick or wounded patients is of critical importance in the mission field.

The class of 1963 hopes to raise $25,000 toward this scholarship, and they would love your help in doing so. They have currently raised $6,486, and thanks to an anonymous donor, every gift (up to a total of $12,500) will be matched. This means the Class of ’63 only needs $6,014 more to make this scholarship a reality.

If you would like to help our mission pilot students pursue their dream of bringing the word of God to the ends of the earth, please consider donating today. You may do so online at andrews.edu/go/give/pilots. Or, you may send a check made out to Andrews University to the following address: 8903 U.S. Hwy 31, Berrien Springs, MI 49104-0650. Please write “Mission Pilots” on the memo line of your check.

The Class of 1963 is establishing an endowed scholarship fund to help aviation students in the mission pilot program at Andrews University.
Loving Christ and helping others

Joyce's parents converted to Adventism when she was just a baby. Even though she was raised in the Adventist faith, her parents encouraged her to decide for herself what she believed. “They wanted all us kids to think for ourselves, to question everything. It made me more grounded in my faith because of it.”

Sports has always been a big part of Joyce’s life, but attending public school meant sacrificing Friday night and Saturday games. Though friends questioned her decision not to compete on the Sabbath, Joyce knew it was the right thing for her. “It made me ask myself each time, ‘Is this what I believe?’ and asking the question helped me know that it was.”

Coming from a public school environment to Andrews University was a culture shock for Joyce. Her home church in Chicago is small and there aren't many young people, so to be able to fellowship here has been life changing. “I get to see people my own age loving Christ every day.”

Staying involved in activities around campus is important to Joyce, who has served as an officer of the South Asian Student Association each year. But her main passion continues to be sports. She stays active with intramural football, volleyball and basketball, and loves that she doesn't have to choose between sports and the Sabbath anymore.

Joyce is currently a junior in the nursing program and after graduation plans to continue her education to become a nurse practitioner and serve in the mission field. Shadowing a physician’s assistant in high school made her interested in pursuing a career in the medical field. “You can help so many people, and my fellow nursing students have been so encouraging. All my classmates want to be nurses to help others. They really care.”

With Joyce’s parents putting three kids through college, receiving support from donors like L.B. & Donna J. Heller was vital to Joyce being able to attend Andrews. “I feel God wants me to be at Andrews, but like most students, without the generous financial support of others, that would not be a reality. This award is God telling me that yes, He wants me to stay at Andrews and that He will provide the way. I want to thank all of you so much for your self-sacrifice and generosity. Most importantly, I want to thank you for allowing God to use you to bless me.”

Giving back to youth in need

Growing up bouncing between Las Vegas and Los Angeles, life was often tumultuous for Darren Smith. “I had attended 14 or 15 schools by the time I was a freshman in high school,” Darren says. It was during his time at a public high school in Las Vegas that a friend introduced him to Adventism. He began studying the faith and was intrigued by the idea of the Sabbath, which he’d never heard of before. When he made the decision to become a Seventh-day Adventist, his family was supportive, but many of his friends were not. “They just couldn’t understand why I couldn’t go out on Friday nights and do the things they were doing—partying, drinking.”

When Darren graduated from high school at 16, he received a full scholarship to culinary school through the help of a Las Vegas program called the Batteries Included Youth Initiative, designed to help teens reach their full potential. When Darren graduated from culinary school a year later, he began working full-time and attending community college part-time. But the negative influences of his past were still there, and he found himself wanting to attend a school where he could be around fellow Adventist youth. After hearing about Andrews from a friend’s mother who had attended, he decided to visit. In May of 2010, he applied. When he packed his bags and headed off to Canada as a colporteur that summer, he did so knowing he’d be headed to Andrews right after, though he hadn’t yet been accepted. “I had faith I would be accepted to Andrews. I knew it was where I was supposed to be.”

Darren, now a senior double-majoring in international business and Spanish, has become a familiar face around campus. He is an officer in the business club (Enactus), a member of the School of Business Administration student council, an Andrews Ambassador, a member of LIFE Drama Ministries, and a deacon at New Life Fellowship. He also works three jobs to support himself through school, serving as a phonathon supervisor, a server at the cafeteria, and an usher for Student Life.

Knowing firsthand what it’s like to have to work to afford school, Darren is very thankful to the donors that contribute to The Fund for Andrews, which helps support the Andrews Partnership Scholarships that are given out to students each year. “This scholarship is the only reason I’m able to be here at all,” Darren says, echoing the sentiment of many of his fellow students.

After Darren graduates this May, he plans to look for a job in management, and hopes to gain the experience he needs to one day open his own business. “I want to create a safe place where kids and families can go to stay active and involved.” In this way, Darren hopes to give back and help youth in much the same way he was helped.
New annual giving coordinator

“Andrews is my home. I grew up exploring all the buildings. My mom would take me to class with her when I was 6 months old, when she taught nutrition. I still have people who took her class 20-some years ago coming up to me and saying, ‘I remember you.’” says Alisa Williams, annual giving coordinator for the Office of Development.

Alisa lived on campus until she was 12 when her parents, Alice, University archivist, and Gary, senior associate registrar, bought a home in Berrien Center. She attended Ruth Murdoch Elementary School and Andrews Academy and earned a Bachelor of Science in psychology from Andrews University in 2006. When she graduated she wasn’t sure whether or not to go on to graduate school so decided to work for a while.

Her first job was with Library and Educational Services (L.E.S.) in Buchanan, Mich. There she was given the opportunity to work with their advertising and promotional materials, which she really enjoyed. When a writing job came open at an advertising agency in St. Joseph, Mich., Alisa took it. She worked for clients such as Boys & Girls Club, Whirlpool Corporation and Lowes. The Boys & Girls Club project became her passion because she knew it was making a difference.

When Alisa learned of the opening with Development, she thought it could be interesting. Even though she hadn’t done fund raising directly, she had worked on a fund raising project with Boys & Girls Club. To be able to help students afford to attend Andrews seemed like a great opportunity.

She says, “When I was here I had the Andrews Partnership Scholarship, I think they started it my freshman year so I had that the whole way through, and then I also received the DeHaan Work Scholarship and that made a big difference. My parents were also helping me and I was working three different jobs to keep from having any loans, but the scholarships really made a difference.

“...when corporations and foundations are making their funding decisions they look at the percentage of people giving...So even a gift of $18.74 can make a huge difference.”

Her first job was with Library and Educational Services (L.E.S.) in Buchanan, Mich. There she was given the opportunity to work with their advertising and promotional materials, which she really enjoyed. When a writing job came open at an advertising agency in St. Joseph, Mich., Alisa took it. She worked for clients such as Boys & Girls Club, Whirlpool Corporation and Lowes. The Boys & Girls Club project became her passion because she knew it was making a difference.

When Alisa learned of the opening with Development, she thought it could be interesting. Even though she hadn’t done fund raising directly, she had worked on a fund raising project with Boys & Girls Club. To be able to help students afford to attend Andrews seemed like a great opportunity.

She says, “When I was here I had the Andrews Partnership Scholarship, I think they started it my freshman year so I had that the whole way through, and then I also received the DeHaan Work Scholarship and that made a big difference. My parents were also helping me and I was working three different jobs to keep from having any loans, but the scholarships really made a difference.

Her first job was with Library and Educational Services (L.E.S.) in Buchanan, Mich. There she was given the opportunity to work with their advertising and promotional materials, which she really enjoyed. When a writing job came open at an advertising agency in St. Joseph, Mich., Alisa took it. She worked for clients such as Boys & Girls Club, Whirlpool Corporation and Lowes. The Boys & Girls Club project became her passion because she knew it was making a difference.

When Alisa learned of the opening with Development, she thought it could be interesting. Even though she hadn’t done fund raising directly, she had worked on a fund raising project with Boys & Girls Club. To be able to help students afford to attend Andrews seemed like a great opportunity.

She says, “When I was here I had the Andrews Partnership Scholarship, I think they started it my freshman year so I had that the whole way through, and then I also received the DeHaan Work Scholarship and that made a big difference. My parents were also helping me and I was working three different jobs to keep from having any loans, but the scholarships really made a difference.

To be able to come back and help raise money for other students is great.”

Alisa is in charge of the Fund for Andrews, which supports student scholarships, academic research, and other things that benefit students directly. The annual phonathon is the biggest campaign initiative for the Fund for Andrews and it takes place every fall. This year 20 students were hired. They worked from the AIM (Adventist Information Ministry) Call Center, and had a list of approximately 40,000 alumni, attendees and donors to call.

They never got through the entire list of course, but they tried to reach as many as they could during the span of 10 weeks. The phonathon isn’t just about asking for money, it’s about staying connected with the Andrews community. The students let people know about all the great things happening on campus and talk about their personal experiences.

Students called Monday through Thursday from 6–10:30 p.m. so they put in a lot of hours per week. Shifts were staggered so not everyone worked four days a week, but one student worked every single night! These students were all actively involved at Andrews. Many of them had additional jobs, did sports, and all were doing well in their classes. They managed their time well.

Callers enjoyed asking what it was like for alumni while they were here, what they did after they graduated, and for career advice. “It’s a great opportunity for alumni to stay connected with Andrews and also for the student to get a bigger picture of what they can do when they graduate,” Alisa says. The group goes through an intensive week of training with a phonathan consultant as well as learning the call center phone system. Gathering current contact information for alumni and donors is also important.

Many people think that if they can’t give a big gift they might as well not give at all. “But,” Alisa says, “it’s amazing what all the little gifts can do. They add up and the last ‘ask’ students do is for $18.74 in honor of the year the University was founded. Many people laugh at first. One of the things I didn’t realize until I started this job, is that when corporations and foundations are making their funding decisions they look at the percentage of people giving, They don’t base it on dollar amounts, they base it on how many alumni are giving back. So even a gift of $18.74 can make a huge difference.”

Shortly after Alisa started her job at the end of May, she sent out a summer appeal letter introducing herself. Since then she has worked with the Class of 1963 on their fundraiser for an endowed scholarship (see page 46).

Development recently started a Facebook page where they post about their current campaigns and how people can give, as well as mentioning interesting things happening on campus. Awareness of different ways alumni can help out is the main goal.

“It’s not necessarily all about the big, major gifts, the new buildings. It’s about helping these students every single day to be able to come here. That’s what’s so important to me and I think helping people to know that their donation, however big or small, makes a huge difference to students here. That’s how I view my mission. To help other students be able to come here and to have the same good experience I did is so important,” says Alisa.
## 2012–2013 Financial Information

### EXPENSES
- **Instructional:** $36,120,113
- **Auxiliaries:** $19,759,287
- **Academic Support:** $13,332,946
- **Student Services:** $6,291,958
- **Research:** $1,289,640
- **Public Service:** $1,175,414
- **Institutional Support:** $13,346,405

### REVENUE
- **Net Tuition and Fees:** $46,164,059
- **Gifts and Grants:** $20,452,680
- **Sales:** $6,326,253
- **AU Operating Funds:** $21,921,856
- **Other Restricted Scholarships:** $1,030,127
- **Endowed Scholarships:** $468,957
- **Federal and State Grants:** $3,117,916
- **Church Partners:** $12,135,447
- **Private Contributions:** $5,730,521
- **Corporations:** $1,277,713
- **Nonalumni friends:** $962,925
- **Religious:** $9,275
- **Fundraising consortia:** $43,724
- **Biannual offering:** $102,114
- **Friends of WAUS:** $173,296
- **Foundations:** $646,950

### TOTAL VOLUNTARY SUPPORT
- **$5,121,165

### FINANCIAL AID
- **Endowed Scholarships:** $468,957
- **Other Restricted Scholarships:** $1,030,127
- **Federal and State Grants:** $3,117,916
- **Church Partners:** $12,135,447
- **Private Contributions:** $5,730,521
The Spirit of Philanthropy Banquet, which took place at Dining Services on Thursday, Sept. 26, 2013, is the kickoff event for Alumni Homecoming Weekend. Two Spirit of Philanthropy Awards were presented and 202 new members were inducted into the Golden Hearts Club.

Martha Jeanne Anderson (BA ’50) was recognized for establishing an endowed scholarship for students and Clyde L. Roggenkamp (BA ’63) was honored for his donations and support to the Department of Aviation. Following are excerpts of the individual presentations to the award recipients.

Martha Jeanne Anderson
Presented by Tari Popp, director, Planned Giving & Trust Services

“At first I so blessed?!!” If you spend any time with our first Spirit of Philanthropy recipient, you will be asked that enthusiastic rhetorical question at some point. And Martha Jean Anderson, “Marty” to most everyone, is indeed blessed! But some might be surprised to learn Marty feels that way.

Marty was born and raised in Chicago, Ill. After graduating from Broadview Academy in 1946, she came to Emmanuel Missionary College where she earned a home economics degree. Challenged by a classmate who said she would never have the courage to leave the Midwest, she accepted her first teaching position at the Adventist academy in Fresno, Calif. Following Fresno Union Academy, she studied at Walla Walla College and then taught at Laurelwood Academy in Oregon as well as Glendale Academy in Glendale, Calif.

It was in Glendale that Marty, only age 22, was diagnosed with Neurofibromatosis. She was well aware that this meant years of pain and altered appearance, for both her father and her brother suffered from the disease. She recalls that she spent the next 10–15 minutes grieving bitterly but then, in a defining moment, she decided she would submit and commit her life to the Lord. She believed her job in life would be to help people see God’s beauty! She also began to pray that the Lord would help people see the “inside” Marty; not the “outside” Marty.

Marty went on to work at the Southern California Conference and the General Conference before returning to Chicago to be near her parents. She landed a temporary job at the Portland Cement Association, which represents cement companies all over the United States and in Canada. This temporary job turned into a successful 36-year career at the organization. Before retiring in 1994, Marty was head of the Office of Human Resources, handling the needs of more than 1,200 employees.

Possibly because Marty was encouraged by medical professionals never to marry and have children, she has always had a soft spot in her heart for young people. The first time Audrey Castelbuono and I met Marty, she told us she was going to spend Thanksgiving in Houston with “#21.” Later in the conversation she referred to being with “#19.” We were confused as to what these numbers meant until we realized that Marty takes literally the admonition to “count your blessings.” Each number refers to a young person who she considers one of her “children.” Young people who have sought her out, treasuring her wisdom, love and encouragement during difficult times. In fact, the Lord has blessed Marty with a family of 27 children!

So it was natural, when Marty was working on her estate plan recently, for her to want to do something for young people. Her attorney suggested she might remember her alma mater, an idea Marty liked very much. She contacted our Office of Planned Giving & Trust Services, and we helped her craft an endowed scholarship agreement that will be funded someday with her assets. The Lord has blessed her financially and she wants to give forward by establishing an endowment that will help young people for years to come. She was pleased when her estate plan was finished, but she didn’t realize what peace this step would give her until recently.

In early August, Marty was out running errands in Northbrook, Ill., when the accelerator stuck on her little BMW. Before she had time to respond, she had smashed through the glass window at Binny’s Liquor Store. Almost immediately her car was surrounded by five feet of flames, and Marty was trapped against her steering wheel,
unable to get out of the inferno. Because of quick action on the part of a young employee in the liquor store, Marty was pulled to safety while fire engines arrived to keep the flames from spreading. Although she was sent to the hospital she sustained not a scratch!

The story of the little lady who had never taken a drink sending $100,000 worth of liquor up in flames became big news. Marty was interviewed by NBC, ABC, the Chicago Tribune, and radio stations WLS and WGN. Media people came to the hospital and her home for the next few days and asked her in various ways the same question. Was she terrified while surrounded by flames? Again and again she was able to say “No” and tell them why. She told them that it was due to two reasons. Number one, she has a personal and intimate relationship with Jesus, and number two, she has her “house in order!”

So to your question, “Aren’t I so blessed?!” Yes, Marty, you are! And so are the many young people you have mentored and assisted over the years and the ones who will continue to be blessed in years to come from your generosity and careful planning!

It is, therefore, a great pleasure for me to present the 2013 “Spirit of Philanthropy” award to Miss Martha Jean Anderson in gratitude for the wonderful spirit of philanthropy she has shown to Andrews University.

Clyde L. Roggenkamp
Presented by David Faehner, vice president, University Advancement

Roggenkamp’s connection with Andrews began in 1959 when the Ruth and William G Murdoch family chose to move to Andrews University. Clyde was a close friend of their son Floyd and therefore decided to attend EMC as well. He majored in biology. One of his stories of interest and almost tragedy was when he was working on a section of the campus called Beaver Point, using a mowing tractor. Apparently he got too close to the edge of the riverbank, and the tractor flipped over and ended up going into the river. Clyde was thrown off and landed on a rock. He was injured but survived.

After completing his Bachelor of Science at Andrews, he attended Loma Linda University where he received his Doctor of Dental Surgery in 1970. Clyde ended up going into restorative dentistry in the military as a colonel for the U.S. Air Force. He currently works as associate professor of restorative dentistry for the School of Dentistry at Loma Linda University.

Clyde has been a pilot most of his life and recently gave one of his planes to the University, as well as encouraging some of his friends to do likewise. Four years ago he came to me and said, “My 50th anniversary at Andrews will be in 2013 and I’m going to commit myself to getting as many friends as possible back there.” He and his wife Kirsten (BA ’63), both from the Class of 1963, worked hard and we have one of the largest groups of returning alumni for the 50th year reunion at Homecoming this year. For his 50th reunion from Takoma Academy in 2009, there was a record 70% participation, due in large part to his encouragement.

The goal of the Class of 1963 has been to raise $25,000 for a scholarship for mission pilots who graduate from the Andrews program and choose to serve in the mission field (see page 44 for further details). His contributions and support have enhanced our aviation program.

For your spirit of philanthropy in donations to Andrews University and your tenacious efforts to rally all your classmates to come back for this weekend, we are honored to present you with a Spirit of Philanthropy award this evening.
Upcoming Changes to Donor Listings

We are looking forward to partnering with Integrated Marketing & Communication to provide a portion of the 2014 annual report donor honor wall in the online edition of FOCUS. Fiscal year 2014 Class Giving and Friends of Andrews Giving will be printed only in the online edition.

Donor Honor Roll

Andrews University is grateful for the generous financial support offered by the many friends listed on the following pages. It is with a thankful heart that we corporately acknowledge your partnership and investment in the future leaders of our world.

Giving from May 1, 2012 to April 30, 2013.

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
The Celebration of Faculty and Graduate Student Research took place in Buller Hall on November 1, 2013. A total of 42 research posters were presented.
A gymnastics team member performs on the silks for an audience of visiting academy students and sponsors during Junior Preview Weekend.

**CLASS OF 1967**

Vernon L Alger
William A Baker
Eugene A Blackman
Marvin H & Barbara L Bort
John C Brun
William L Coolidge
Peter Cooper
Rockne W Dahl
Chester H Davidson
Mary A Detweiller
Gary R Erhard
Myrtle M Fitzgerald
Ronald A Francis
Shirley A Freds
Stuart J Freeman
Kurt G Ganter
G Larry L Gatewood
Albin H Grohar
William L Guth
Richard G Habenicht
Gerald G Haeger
Lottie M Harris
David E Hodge
Howard Homenchuk
R Elaine Janzen
Sherman L Jefferson
Dean J Jewett
Warren Johnson
Eldyn L Karr
Hulda J Koehn
Lyn Martell
R C Nagel
Sandra A Neely
Michael L Nickless
Sharon S Overton
Ted W Parks
Marcus B Pihsnot
Glen G Poole
Stephen E Powers
E Arthur Robertson
Ralph E Robertson
Kimberly Schneider
Richard L Scott
Dan M Shultz
Thomas F Smith
Brenda L Sommer
Arthur M Stenest
John T Thiel
Alden L Thompson
Virginia C Tubbs
David C Turner
Nancy J Vyhmeister
Maxine K Young

**CLASS OF 1968**

Sauliger, Jean E, Lelia, Loretta

**CLASS OF 1969**

Warren S Ashworth
G Robert Bainbridge
Bruce I & Linda S Bauer
David J Bendlter
George H Blumenschein
Leona R Brooks
Frederick B Brown
Harold O Burden
Malcolm E Calkins
Bonnie D Carley
Marjorie D Cole
Lowell C Cooper
P Gerard Damsteegt
Paul E Dutson
Paul A Down
Devarakkan L. Ebnezer
Harold H Eisinger
Jan L Fitchett
Donna L Gatz
C. D. Griffin
Albin H Grohar
Michael C Hackleman
William H Hicks
Edward W Higgin
Claude C Hines
Jeanette R Hodge
Theodore R Hoford
Bruce E Ivey
Warren H Johns
Esther B Jones
John G Keyes
Eloise A Kneller
N Averil Kurtz
Linda L Fattic
Martin W & Martha J Feldbush
Virgil T flyling
Michael V & Shirley D Gammon
Lynn E Gatz
Jacqueline Gerrans
Cherry B Habenicht
Gayle M Haeger
Arthur Hiebert
Auldwin T Humphrey
Janet S Ivey
Loretta B Johns
Fred C Kasichkhe
Eric Kotter
Douglas A Lane
Don A Leaned
Barbara L Leap
H Maynard Lowry
Frieda J Mattson
Dwight J Mayberry
Donovan L Moon*
Roy B Nabor
Peter C & Virginia L Nachreiner
Michael L Nickless
Echo R Olson
Kenneth S Oster
Jocelyne Y Peck
Shirley S Pittman
Myrrha E Pizarro
Rupert T Preddie
Darlene P Pyunom
Barbara A Reid
Juanita H Rittland
Donna D Rosema
Nikolaus Sattlemayer
Edward Skoretz
Donnell L Smith
William D Smith
Gaylon J Stevenson
Kenneth O Swanson
Royce C Thompson
Charles H Tidwell
Jose L Vega
Werner V Vymister
H Hampton White
Kay F White
Robert T Willsey

**CLASS OF 1970**

Rosalie A Allison
Eric D Anderson
Carla G Baker
James M Barbour
Darold F & Barbara J Biggar
Victoria L Calkins
Yvonne M Calkins
William C Camaugh
Cy G Connelly
Donald W Corman
Charles C Corder
Joan Davidson
Mary J Davis
Darwin M Dickerson
Albert G Dittes
William A Fagel
James R Fisher
James E Garber
James R Gatling
Ann M Gibson
Compton S Girdharry
Glenda-Mae Greene
Carl S Harris
Douglas E Harris
Gary L & Brenda L Herr
Bonnie J Hicks
Jeanette R Hodge
Maryellen Hoford
Norman C Isley
Welton L Ingram
Everett H Jackson
Gordon E Johns
Norman E Johnson
Gerard D Kast
Fred C kasichkhe
Anoosh Keshiphuzde
Donald A Klinger
Reuben E & Vinnette S Leslie
Nancy E Locki
Constance R Lorenz
Virginia V Manchur
Aaron F Moon
Margarette R Moon
Jane S Morrison
Jewarmanam Y Moses
William G Murdoch
Judith R Nelson
John W & Marilyn M Peeke
Leilian R Pitcher
Sharon A Plummer
Monica D Preddie
Roy E Pyunom
Mark B & Lydia J Regazzi

**CLASS OF 1974 Founder’s Club membership.** Please see page 67 for details.
Deceased

2013 DONOR HONOR ROLL

Ronald G Stretter
Jack A Spence
Cherilyn J Smith
Carol J Schoun
Lawrence E Schalk
Nikolaus Satelmajer
Norita N Roth
Rene Quispe
Rupert T Preddie
Linda K Peabody
Dorothy N Oster
James D & Maria R Newbold
Ralph E & Beatrice S Neall
C Barton Moore
Thomas N Millhoff
Patricia A Mauro
Lauren R Matacio
Douglas C Matacio
Carlos A Irizarry
Hubert Hubin
Stacey G & Angelita F Hardt
Judith W Hawkins
David A Faehner

CLASS OF 1971

Glen F Abbott
Edward G Albrecht
Linda K Alger
Judith A Arth
Lucie P Arkin
Robert A Barnhurst
Sandra M Beucler
David D Buckman
Harvey J Byram
Roy R Carley
Virginia A Crouse
Richard M Davidson
Dianne K Dickerson
Lauren R Matacio
Douglas C Matacio
Joyce A Marsh
Glyn E Marsh
Karen L Alger
Edward G Albrecht
Glen F Abbott
CLASS OF 1972

Janet D Alden
Hazel A Allen
Loretta J Anderson
Nancy J Anderson
John A & Sally M Appel
Ann I Atkins
Brenda F Black
Faith E Blocker
Richard H Brannon
Paul S & Lenore S Brantley
Martha E Brown
Marvin E Budd
J Fred F Calkins
Willard L Chapman
Stephen G Chinn
Charlie Clayson
Thomas G & Renee K Coffee
James P Coffman
Malcolm R Coupland
George R Daniel
Stan M Detweiler
Gordon R & Cheryl D Doss
David A Faehner
John F Franke
Joseph G Galgha
Lynn E & Donna L Gatz
Ellen V Glenn
Deborah J Gray
Cherry B Habenicht
Leonard S Harbison
Dennis W* & M M Heintz
Ronald D & Christine H Herr
Calvin R Hill
Carolyn J Howson
Hubert Hubin
Carlos A Irizarry
Ruby J Jackson
Laren R & N Averil Kurtz
Beverly A McDonald
Benjamin E Leach
Theodore M Lewis
Linda J Lundberg
James L Mann
Bettie E Mattingly
Antoine Maycock
Norman L McBride
Douglas M McKinney
Allen M Middaugh
O E Moon
Patrick B Morrison
Kit Y Ng
Roy D Nichols
James N Nix
Francisca O Norales
Garry F Nudd
Aubrey C Osmond
Eurydice V Osterman
Cameron E Parrish
Peter O Peabody
Marriellen R Reiber
Gary L Rollins

CLASS OF 1973

Robert K Sundin
Kenneth O Swanson
Thomas F Thompson
Kathleen C Walter-Martin
James W Walters
Stephen E Warren
Ellen C Welch
Bruce M Wickwire
Bonnie J Willow
Robert L Willis
Hazel R Wright
Donna J Wuchennis
John B Youngberg
Peter M van Bommelen

CLASS OF 1974

Deceased

Willard L Chapman
Beverly J Cobb
Cyril G Connelly
David M Connors
Debora L Davis
Michael Deeb
Patricia A Dickerson
Attilio R Dupertuis
Sonia Freh
Wallace G Frost
H Ragen Groh
Donna J Habenicht
Douglas J Hay
Marla J Haynes
Dennis W Heintz*
Carolyn J Howson
Carolee M Huyck
Jane F Huyck

CLASS OF 1975

Kent A Anderson
Rudolph D Bailey
Charlene K Bainum
Robert L Barker
Bruce L Bauer
Kenneth W Bauer
Marilyn B Bauer
Donna J Becker
James R Bonham
Sylvia M Budd
Julie M Bailey
Willard L Chapman
Sandra B Colburn
Dale E Creech
Hilman W Culp
David A Dassenko
Alvin L Davis
Fredrich H & Polly C Dengel
Manuel J Dixon
Gorden R Doss
Richard J Emery
Kenneth D Flemmer
Carlos A Flores
Richard A Ford
Deborah D Habenicht
Janet E Haley
James R Halye
Donald A Hamstra
Frank F Haynes
Dennis H Hollingshead & Candice C Haas
R Kent Knight
Paul G Koles
Donovan G Kurtz
Beverly F Lawrence
Steven D Mauro
Antoine Maycock
Buz A Menhardt
Lester P Merklin
Michael S Miller
Dean B Minett
Lester P Merklin
Buz A Menhardt
Lester P Merklin
Michael S Miller
Dean B Minett
Anna M O'Reggio

* Deceased

Students leave the Howard Performing Arts Center after the opening AUSA Assembly of the year, Tuesday, Sept. 3, 2013.
Garth Woodruff (far left), agriculture professor and manager of the Andrews Student Gardens, assists with early morning flower picking for the CSA subscription delivery program.

Karen S Everett
Julie H Ganske
Emilio Garcia-Marenko
John R Gilmore
Jacqueline K Ham
Marilyn M Harris
Kathy J Hill
Gloria A Higler
Edward H Ho
Clive W Holland
Norma E Hunt
Elwyn C Hyde
Carl S Johnston
Elva A Jones
Sharon H Kinch
Thomas R & Susana J Knutson
Leroy R Kuhn
Edward Lawaty
James L Mann
Beverly J Matiko
Frieda J Mattson
Merilyn E McCalla
Beverly A McCoy
Carol L Minter
Margarette R Moon
Zebon M Ncube
Janet L Patrick
Peter O Peabody
Chad A Peckham
Steven N Poenitz
William S Pole
S Clark Rowland
Jane C Ruf
Julia L Samuel
Dennis H Shortlef
David C Smith
Robert T Smith
David E Thomas
Steve S & Susan M Tidwell
Paulette T Tomlinson
Daniel P Towar
Karen S Ullotth
Steve E Vernet
Nancy J Wynebester
Rita J Waterman
Janet A Way
Michael G Weakley

CLASS OF 1979
Edward M Allen
Eric W Baumgartner
Lester L Bennett
Daniel R Bidwell
Ruth J Bradley
Richard H Branson
Roy A Castelbuono
David M & Janma V Chacko
Thomas G & Renee K Coffee
David A & Jodiannes S Collar
Joann Davidson
Michael G Doucournes
Richard M Greene
Cindy L Hayle
Wayne B Harris
Del R Haugen
James D Herod
Dorothy R Hildebrand
John A Hildebrand
Marjorie S Imparaj
Intisar T Issa
Janice A James
Douglas L Jansen
David C James
R Clifford Jones
Gerard Kimeney
Philip J Kijak
Charles F Koerting
Janet G Koziuk
Calvin J & Sally M Kubo
Caroline J Lawson
Dennis D Lundgren
Lester H Mamamua
Karen R Mann

CLASS OF 1981
Thomas L Baker
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Daniel R Bidwell
David A Borton
Neilville T Bradford
Pamela S Burton
Keith G Callies
Russell J Cooper
Ralph M Coupland
Gely D Cress
Margaret A Crishal
Karen L Davidson
Richard M Davidson
Margaret G Dudley
Ann L Ferrari

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
CLASS OF 1982
Lyle M Arakaki
Carol J Atwood
Phenias Bahimba
David H Bauer
Kenneth J Breyer
Larry J Burton
John B Bututarbutar
Jon M & Sari H Butler
Keith G Calkins
Sylvester Q Case
Gregory F Clark
Pamela J Curry
Thomas J & Sally A De Wind
Paul H Denton
Artillio D Devlieg
Karen S Everett
Diana C Fishell
Elieen G Fuller
Olga Gashugi
Vida J Giddings
Karen J Gotzshall
Anita B Grandy
Heidi S Grzodic
Dan E Hall
Alma J Hanson
David C & Caryl J Haus
Russell J Hayner
Pauline I Henry
Sharon M Hill
Debbie K Hittle
Amelia C James
Cheryl J Jeter
Scott E Johnson
Douglas L Knecht
Jane M Lawaty
Donald K Mathis
Kellie E May
Kenneth L Mayberry
Susan J Meyers
Craig M Morgan
Ralph E & Beatrice S Neal
Roy L Nicholas
Richard E Peters
Annette D Phillip
Matthew J Quartey
Julia I Samuel
Benjamin D Schoune
Theodore W Shea
Debra J Foote
Ted Gaban
Gregory A & Nancy A Gerard
Raymond C Hartwell
Perry A Haugen
Frank F & Maria J Haynes
Hollis E James
Sandra J Johnson
Joseph K Naranja
Laura A Koch
Donovan G Kurtz
Frank W La Tour
Sherrilyn W Lorenz
Roger L Mann
Daryl L Meyers
Robert D Moon
Lois J Nicholas
Richard W & Beth E Peterson
Tari C Popp
Paul J & Barbara J Ray
Kathleen E Roth
Patty A Schwab
Norbert & Christine D Schwer
David W Scott
Birgit E Sherwin
Larry G & Irene H Sibley
Karen H Simpson
Regina D Swensen
Boris Tabakovic
Teruo Tomita
Homer W Toccartin
Deborah C Ward
Wayne K Wyatt
*

CLASS OF 1983
Ruth A Araya
Celinda R Bauer
Neville T Bradfield
Sherily A Calboun
Fernando L Canale
Roy A Castelbuono
Marjorie J Cholin
Joya L Cleveland
Andrew Coetzee
Charles A & Ana Lita Collatz
George H Collins
Margaret G Dudley
Jeffrey A Easton
Randall S Fishell
Scott W Forner
Sallyann G Gabriel
Philip E Giddings
Deborah L Gray
Eugene A Hamlin
Edwin A Harlan
Deborah A Hayner
Robert T Helm
Ruth Horton
Elaine G Holmgren
Donald R Jardine
Sandra K Johnson
David H & Janice R Kijak
Frank W Latour
Barbara J Lee
Annette T Moon
Jacqueline S Morgan
Baraka G Muguanda
Steven K & Karen A Nash
Larry C Nelson
Heather J Pederson
Renee C Peters
Rawle F Pitcher
Matthew J Quartey
John M Ratzlaff
Marlene E Rawls
Carlyle Raymond
Randall D Robertson
Randall M Schell
Barb A Scheller
Patricia K Schieringa
Christian D Schwer
Jane A Sherwin
Sand B Spencer
Boris Tabakovic
H Smari Thordarson
Suzanne D Welke
Robert M Wood
Hazel R Wright

CLASS OF 1984
Phenias Bahimba
Melinda Blystone
David A Borton
Timothy F Carlson
Puiroj S Chang
Stephen G Chinn
Rebecca A Easton
Wayne Forch
Ann T Fisher
Benjamin D Gardner
Patricia L Greene
Deborah J Groda
*

CLASS OF 1985
Paul D Bauer
Lorena L Bidwell
Brian H Bish
Priscilla A Borton
Carey D Rozovitch
Lanette K Brandow
Kevin W & Margaret K Brown
Jeffrey B Burns
Sari H Butler
Thomas G Butler
Wanda L Cantrell
Stephen W Case
Sylvester Q Case
Alvan R Cruz
Peter J DiPietrantonio
Jeffrey A Easton
Kathleen A Forner
Jack D Hart
A Rose C Holman
David A Hooker
Michael K Horton
Nancy M Inquilla
Brian S Kendrick
Roger W & Cherie M Knecht
Eric Kotter
Linda M Krause
Howard P Krag & Susan K Collatz
Krug
Nora V Lachica
Foreman M Lam
Adrie H Legoh
Martha A Morton
Ekkehardt Mueller
Gregg A Nicholas
Edward M Norton
Trevor O Beggio
Virgina F Olberg
Janetle J Olson
Raffy & Carmie C Ouzounian
Arthur J Peterson
Douglas A Popp
Barbara J Ray
Debra J Robertson
Todd S Silver
Sherrone S Smith
Benjamin B Soh
Joseph E Stevenson
Joseph B Thurman
Miguel A Valdiva
Edgar Vega
Donaldo H Visani
Carol J Warner

CLASS OF 1986
John M & Ruby N Adams
Warren S Ashworth
Arleene Bailey
John S Bell
Barbara L Bernard
Lorena L Bidwell
Bev F Branson
Michelle D Brand
Phillip M Brantley
Debra L Bryson
Lael O & Lena G Caesar
Terri L Collins
Richard R Christian
Dori K Cootez
Kenneth L Corkum
Eric D Dant
Sharon J Dudgeon
Desert Fortin
Mark A Fox
Brendon L Gelford
David W & Karen J Gotzshall
Charlotte V Greff
Michael Hacklemann
Eugene A Hamlin
Edwin I Hernandez
Lester J Jones
William P Kantor
Karie L Klim
Auville M Krause
Delcy L Kuhlman
Michelle D Marshall
Terrell R McCoy
Clyde N Morgan
John-Paul F Navarro
Peter S Oh
Kelly M Rasmussen
Eugene W Bau
Barbara J Ray
Rick R Remmers
Judith E Ronk
David B Rower
D Robert Salmon
Alvaro C Sauza
Richard W Schell
Bernard A & Tamara L Sittlinger
Joseph E Stevenson
Kenneth O Swanson
Wanda M Swensen
F雷达 E Thuman
Stevie S Tedwell
Norman G Usher
Curtis J Vanderwaal
R Deborah D Wethers
Vicki J Wiley
Steven W Wohlborg

CLASS OF 1987
Tessas V Aguila
Barbara A Bailey
Ellen L Balk Dick
Barbara L Bernard
John B Bututarbutar
Stephan W Case
Robert D Davis
Claudia R Davison
Gorden R Does
Douglas J Foad
CLASS OF 1988
Dennis V Aguilera
Donald W Anderson
Lynnette K Anderson
Deborah L Bennett-Berecz
Joseph R Bent<br>Alexander Rokich
Beverly A Boyson
Jack K Boyson<br>Rafael A Canizales<br>Alan D & Laurie R Carlson<br>Richard E & Grace O Caulker<br>Gerald D Christiansen<br>Brian J Curry<br>Curtis J DeWitt<br>Gerald D Christman<br>Richard E & Grace O Caulker<br>Harold L Sandilands<br>Alisa L Roda<br>Roger L Mann<br>Kimberly J Knowlton<br>Robert T Helm<br>Mark A & Karen L Titcomb<br>Michael J Lay<br>Tarsee Li<br>Susette M Lanceford<br>Roger L Mann<br>Melinda O Morgan<br>Karen A Nasb<br>Zebron M & Peggy M Ncabe<br>Cynthia J Papendick<br>Alisa L Roda<br>Harold R Sandilands<br>Robert T Helml<br>Monty A. Gable Catalogue<br>Kimberly J Knowlton<br>Michael J Lay<br>Tarsee Li<br>Susette M Lanceford<br>Roger L Mann<br>Melinda O Morgan<br>Karen A Nasb<br>Zebron M & Peggy M Ncabe<br>Cynthia J Papendick<br>Alisa L Roda<br>Harold R Sandilands<br>Robert T Helml<br>Monty A. Gable Catalogue<br>Kimberly J Knowlton<br>Michael J Lay<br>Tarsee Li<br>Susette M Lanceford<br>Roger L Mann<br>Melinda O Morgan<br>Karen A Nasb<br>Zebron M & Peggy M Ncabe<br>Cynthia J Papendick<br>Alisa L Roda<br>Harold R Sandilands<br>Robert T Helml<br>Monty A. Gable Catalogue<br>Kimberly J Knowlton
CLASS OF 1989
Tisha K Aguila<br>Daniel Bacchiocchi<br>Donald L Bedney<br>Barbara L Bernard<br>Nicole L Bokich<br>Larry W Boughman<br>John G Braithwaite<br>Bill Cash<br>Bryan E Cassagneser<br>Ammi M Chen<br>Robert W Coffen<br>C Fred D Corforth<br>Slash D & Julie K Daniel<br>Emma L Davis<br>Robert L & Lynda J Essex<br>Todd A Gardner<br>June A Gryzowski<br>Gerald M Hauckamp<br>Brendan D Hornick<br>Kristine D Horvath<br>Joseph N Karanja<br>Stephen T Lake<br>Daisy L Lam<br>Adrie H Legoh<br>Elaine Manley<br>Robert E Ondrizek<br>Gerdard M Pflanzl<br>Elvie R Philbert<br>Terese L Reever<br>Gaddiel D Rios<br>Britta A Rusk<br>Arthure L Schumacher<br>Birgit E Sherwin<br>Theodore J Shull<br>Beth A Stevenson<br>Stanley J Strzyzowski<br>Pamela A Swanson<br>Lance P Vanardell<br>Eduard Vega<br>Luther C Walker<br>Douglas W Womack<br>Hyveth M Williams
CLASS OF 1990
J R Ammon<br>Carole E Anderson<br>Gavin Anthony<br>Donald L Bedney<br>Hinsdale Bernard<br>Larry W & Carolyn A Boughman<br>David L. Boulanger<br>Keith C Calhoun<br>Carole D Caponigro<br>Christina M Carlson<br>Bryan E & Leslie S Cassagneser<br>Patricia L. Christ<br>Shirley A Freed<br>Lynnette M Gardner<br>David A Gay
Brent G Geraty<br>Michael G Hazel<br>Dorothy L Hoyward<br>John R Henley<br>Kristine D Horvath<br>Izabella Isaac<br>Donald P Kelly<br>Stephen T Lake<br>Cyril A Myers<br>Monique M Pittman<br>Dima A Rappette<br>Bonne Harley<br>Jeff M & Betsy A Sajjak<br>Dorothea L Sari<br>Lynn E Steil<br>David B Sturtevant<br>Lance P Vanardell<br>Steve A Wilsby<br>Janice F Wrenn
Waveney V Martinborough<br>Jerry A Moon<br>Donovan J O’Rourke<br>David L Rasmussen<br>Becky S Rice<br>Judy L Rowe<br>Gery E Russell<br>Scott E Ryther<br>Daphne R Scott<br>Laverne T Shaw-Bailey<br>Paul D Smith<br>Jewel T Seymour<br>Landra R Tatayri<br>Catherine L Walsh<br>Bettie F West<br>Kevin S Wiley<br>Dan L Wirsz<br>Xiaoming Xu<br>Elaine B Zimmerman
CLASS OF 1991
Lavonne M Adams<br>Carol A Ahlers<br>J R Ammon<br>Caroline R Banczar<br>Richard E Barrett<br>Julie A Butts<br>John S Chung<br>Valerie K Combie<br>Daniyal Y Faakye<br>Betty B Fancher<br>Greg G Esner<br>Nila G Getter<br>Arthur S Hamann<br>Michael G & Giselle F Hasel<br>D Bruce Hayden<br>Brenda K Kegler<br>John S Kim<br>Anne M Kuckuk<br>Foreman M Lam<br>Sin C & Yuan-Man K Lam<br>Ben A Magaud<br>Krista R Motschielk Brand<br>Lisa H Moyer<br>Robert E Ondrizek<br>Robert G Peck<br>Matthew J Quatray<br>John W Reese<br>Bekky S Rice<br>Betsy A Sajjak<br>Scott E Schalk<br>Mark A & Karen L Tictcomb<br>Nunea E Vega<br>Michelle D Vietz<br>Marithea J Vontz<br>Jessie T West<br>Melinda J Wirsz<br>Arleen C Wong
CLASS OF 1993
Gavin Anthony<br>Michelle A Bacchiocchi<br>Rudolph D Bailey<br>Irnis R Benitez-Horak<br>Joseph L Berrett<br>Robert L Burns<br>Wanda L Cantrell<br>Dean C Carlisle<br>Michael J Caulker<br>Donald D Coffen<br>Ruth A Cottrell<br>John R & Paula L Dronen<br>Stephen J Faelner<br>Anthony G A Ga<br>Judith L Hack<br>Beryl P Johnson<br>Brenda K Kegler<br>Brenda S Kis<br>Cory L Knowlton<br>Anne M Kuckuk<br>Annabellla I Lopez<br>Caryl J Lorenne
CLASS OF 1997
Carole E Anderson<br>Robert T Helml<br>Monty A. Gable Catalogue<br>Kimberly J Knowlton
Michael J Lay<br>Tarsee Li<br>Susette M Lanceford<br>Roger L Mann<br>Melinda O Morgan<br>Karen A Nasb<br>Zebron M & Peggy M Ncabe<br>Cynthia J Papendick<br>Alisa L Roda<br>Harold R Sandilands<br>Robert T Helml<br>Monty A. Gable Catalogue<br>Kimberly J Knowlton
Michael J Lay
James R Fisher
Olga Gashgory
Ulrich R & Kimberly L Graham
Glenda-Mae Greene
Don A Hales
Kenley D Hall
Janell L Jones
Liwanag R Liwag
Judith D Mackie
Keith E Mattingly
Sylvia M Mickelson
Laarra M Millner
Seth P Morrison
Melissa A Nelson
Jacqueline M Orwenyo
David T Perez
Janelle D Randall
Cynthia L Schulz
Sandra J VanHorn
Dale A Wolcott

CLASS OF 1999
James E Rollin
Dean C Carlisle
Michael G Clarke & Beverly N Roach
Paula L Dronen
Isaac D Evans
Donnalee R Forratha
Aldemar Hernandez
Heidi L Magesa
Loren M Nelson
David R Poloch
Markus A Schellenberg
Lori J Sharley
Rodney L & Tiffany Z Summerscales
Peter P Swanson
David E Thomas
Angelica Villamizar
Nancy A Weaver
Andrew C von Maur & Kristin S Hensel

CLASS OF 2000
Sallie J Alger
Laurence G Burn
Hugh D Davis
Daniel Y Faaky
Hans R Habenicht
Mark P & Linda M Haddad
Michaela J Hamel
Michaela V Lawrence-Jeffery
Joshua P Leets
Robson M Martinho
Walterine Mather
Allen L & Jacqueline O Mitchell
Marcus A Nelson
Helen M Palleschi
Paul J Ray

CLASS OF 2001
Mark B Regazzi
Mark B Regazzi
Luz H Ruiz
Robert D Ryan
Beth A Stevenson
Angela L Watts

CLASS OF 2002
Gunter W Koch
Brian E Lautour
Annabelle L Lopez
Robson M Marinho
Shelly A Morrison
Lee E Olson
Emely Poloche
Stefan Radu
Dixie L Scott
Stanley B Sihotang
Benett E Spencer
Madeline C Vasquez
Peter M Watson
Lauri N Wood
Kenneth K Yoo

CLASS OF 2003
Gavin Anthony
Marie-Lys C Bacchus
Joseph E Blackett
Aurora P Burdick
Keith G Collins
Pamela J Curry
Mioara Diaconu
Catherine L Fountaine
Nathaniel G Higgs
James A Hippler
Heidi J Leets
Camille L Martin
J B McMullen
Mitchell R Mikkonen
Peggie M Ncub "nhle
Tiffany R Newson
Sahirna M Skiwski-McDow
Harold Thomas
Helen M Thomas
Gilbert Williams

CLASS OF 2004
Asad L Ali
Shelley A Bacon
Gilbert E Barr-Dixon
John M Baxter
Beverly J Cobb
Mioara Diaconu
Paul B Dybdahl
Cheryl S Fleming
Kennmore N Frame
Illdiko I Gyeresi
Justin H Jeffery
Lotheliza J Kibble
Alicja E Lemon James
Rozenia C Marinho
Melanie K Neufeld
Robert D Ryan
Alexandra L Ryckman
Patricia M Spangler
Tracy M Vernon
Steve R Walikonis

CLASS OF 2005
Stephen N Affeld
Theodore Brown
Justin B Childers
Tammy K Clouzet
Troy E Fitzgerald
Jennifer R Graves
Matthew R Hanel
Warren H Johns
Maureen G Nedd
Shawn T Paris
Richard A Parke
Renette C Portecoor-Prentice
Mark B Regazzi
Erling B Snorrason
Wilfya R Vanman

CLASS OF 2006
Fred R & Amanda L Boothby
Shane M Davis
Kennmore N Frame
Monica B Jackson
James J Kenes
Ruth L Koenes
Fares M Magesa
Steven C Peck
Alexandra L Ryckman
Shannon D Sturtman
Elroy A Tesch
Jonathan D & Kimberly J Westfall
Vicki L Wickwire

CLASS OF 2007
Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Eldrena M Cornickson
Francisco M Foster
Michael L Goetz
Byron K Graves
Keren A Graves
Rose G Henri-Saturne
Alexia E Henry
Ronald D Hope
James D Hood
Jerry G Horton
Angel C Johnson
Ruth L Koenes
Susan M Kwon
Jimmy A Munoz
Daniel J Park
Stanley E Patterson
Tuwan M Ussery
Jacob P Westfall
Lori J Whitted

CLASS OF 2008
Joylin C Anderson-Calhoun
Laura B Carroll
Brenda M Freeman
Jennifer K Graves
Daniel J & Christina A Greene
Kenley D Hall
Rose G Henri-Saturne
Randy Karim
Kristine M Knutson
Asta S. Lahti
Alena M Liscum
Jovanka Mbunjwa
Maria Park
Yong Keun Park
Sandra L Ringer
Daphne K Scott
Kelsey J Westfall
Jacqueline M Yates

CLASS OF 2009
Bolatito Olayya
Carol A Bradford
Barbara B Butler
Donald W Corkum
Denise M Drabick
Shannon J Dudgeon
Jennifer K Graves

CLASS OF 2010
Erno Gyeresi
Timothy E Harley
Amna E Johnson
Linda M Koh
Michaela V Lawrence-Jeffery
Alethea C McIntyre
Eileen K McMullen
Jackie E Perrin
Hermione D Wilson

CLASS OF 2011
Tammy K Clouzet
Suniti K Das
Casey R Keren A Graves
Bong Hun Hong & Jee Sook Park
Justin I Kim
Janine M Lim
Lynn M Merikin
Gene C Miller
Sarah L Mohagen
Bong Hun Hong & Jee Sook Park
Andrew N Perrin
Noel A Salgado
Beverly A Smith
Nick L & Deanne K Snell

CLASS OF 2012
Avery A Anderson
Kelsey A Cummut
Fred C Dana
Andrew T Hoff
Eileen K McMullen
Noel A & Cynthia P Salgado
Stanley B Sihotang
Sandra G Silva
Wanda M Swensen
Paul M Young

CLASS OF 2013
Eliezor Fajar do Casillas
Illdiko I Gyeresi
Eileen K McMullen
Noel A & Cynthia P Salgado
Stefan R Sihotang
Brenda M Freeman
Jennifer K Graves

CLASS OF 2014
Avery A Anderson
Kelsey A Cummut
Fred C Dana
Andrew T Hoff
Eileen K McMullen
Noel A & Cynthia P Salgado
Stefan R Sihotang
Brenda M Freeman
Jennifer K Graves

CLASS OF 2015
Steven N Poenitz
Noel A Salgado

CLASS OF 2016
Eliezor Fajar do Casillas
Illdiko I Gyeresi
Eileen K McMullen
Noel A & Cynthia P Salgado
Stefan R Sihotang
Brenda M Freeman
Jennifer K Graves

The Arboretum crew beautifies the entire campus, even those less frequented areas like this sidewalk in front of Harrigan Hall.
Naturally, the graduates of Andrews University make up the largest percentage of those who make financial contributions; however, there are many friends of Andrews who make a significant impact through their giving. Regardless of the connection to Andrews, every gift is valuable.

Lyneece L. Abel
Judy A Achey
Larry Adams
Haim Akrawi
Nelda C Almasay
Patton L & Joyce Alburtus
Michelle Alger
Charles W Allen
Mildred Allen
Madalyne E Allen
Sharon M Alsbro
Vernon W Alspaugh
Ruthe D Ambler
Melissa D Ammon
Delilah M Anderson
Sharon K Anderson
Patricia A Anderson
Roslyn A Anderson
Demetra L Andresson
Kathleen Andries-Ray
Emmanuel S Angeles
Gary R Berger
Dalrie Berg
John M Berecz
Marilyn E Bennett
Stanley H Beikmann
Pearl M Beckford
Beckermeyer
Richard L & Cynthia G Becker
Robert R & Jean D Becker
Mary E Beck
Ashworth
Benny L Arnold
Paul A & Doris E Arnold
Brenda Arthur
William V Ashlin
Carolyn L Baer
Kari Avery Duffy
Mirta N Canale
Mary J Canaday
Ann Z Canaday
Nancy F Call
Hiam Akrawi
Larry Adams
Judy A Achey
Lynnece L. Abel

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
Deceased

2013 DONOR HONOR ROLL

John D Hakizimana
Elaine S Halenz
Rosebelle M Hall
Jean M Hall

Evelyn A Guy
Sharon K Guth
Donna F Grove
Richard B Griffith
Randall L Griffin
Linda S Griffin
Nancy L Greve
Carrie L Grellmann
Joyce L Gregory
Jhenn A Greene
Jennifer A Gray

Edward R Fuller
Cindy Furlow
Patricia Gudberry
James M Gaalbrath
Caroline Garber
Cecilia Garcia Marenko
Jean J Gard
Carmen D Garmon
Corinne Garvey
Karen S Gasaway
Dawn J Gatewood
Patrick D Gavagan
Marian M Gavagan
Dawn R Geigle
Glenda M Gensoll
Patricia A George
Shannon S Geant
Denis P Gibbs
Adeline R Gibson
Larry W Omsager
David Gien
Mildred E Gill
Susan L Gilmore
Melanie C Goetz
Manny J Gonzalez
Todd A Goodman
H Thomas T & Joan M Goodwin
Anne S Goorhuis
Amy D Gorske
Ashley A Goulte
Joelle Govel
Robert W Graham
Arlene J Graham
Tevni E Grajales Guerra
Elizabeth H Grandfield
Jennifer A Gray
Lillian G Gray
Nathan A Greene
Jerry G & Ramona K Greenaw
Joyce L Gregory
Carrie L G implied
Ona M Greve
Nancy L Greve
Rosemary Griffey
Linda S Griffin
Randall L Griffith
Richard B Griffin
Donna F Grove
Elaine M Greenwood
Floyd D & Hilda Gustafson
Sharon K Guth
Evelyn A Guy
Mary Gwin
Bill W & Joan S Habenicht
Donald E & Edith I Habenicht
Holly L Habenicht
Ronahyn S Hackleman
Donald S Hadley
Greg K Hagen
Zerita J Hagerman

* Deceased

There are many inviting areas to sit and relax while enjoying the beauty of our campus arboretum.
A packed house participates in the opening University Convocation of the school year in Pioneer Memorial Church.

Gaylene R Regester  
William D Regester  
Kathy E Reid  
Roy A Reitz  
Bob Rembecki  
Marcial R Remitira  
Irene M Rheinhheimer  
Andrew J Rice  
Linda L Rice  
Dan Rich  
Katherine M Richman  
Sara P Richmond  
Richard M Rilland  
Connie Rizo  
Ruth D Roberts  
Beth F Robinson  
Christopher Robinson  
Rosetta F Robinson  
Robert W Rodenberg  
Victor M Rodriguez  
Dan L & Tonya Rogers  
Frank Rogers  
Dave & Shirley Rohde  
Joe J Roman  
Kristina L Romashko  
Paul Rodder  
Anna M Rooneyenberg  
Herbert & Marilyn Rorabeck  
Richard A Ronaback  
Steven G & Suzann K Rose  
Joseph N Ruscinski  
Emmanuel M Rudatsikira  
Francis W Ruddle  
Stephan P Ruff  
Max Russher  
Diane L Russell  
Charles M Russell  
Charles Russo  
Michele C Russo  
John S Ryder  
Jason S Sabel  
James A Sadoyama  
Wadension Saint Martin  
Yolanda Salinas-Marquez  
Adrienne J Sama  
Brad S Sandler  
Lynn L & Helen E Sauls  
Phyllis L Savill  
Wayne M Schafer  
Connie L Schlauch  
Judith D Schalk  
Sandra K Schalk  
Sandra M Schalk  
Charles & Marie A Schaub  
Helma M Schlanman  
James M Schlanman  
John J Schlanman  
Jack & Schlenker  
Virginia L Schneider  
Wolfhart K Schubach  
Wendy D Schuen  
Charles A Scott  
Jack L Seath  
Joy E Seay  
Mary L Segar  
Barbara E Preston  
Harriet N Preston  
Ray Ruet  
Aaron D Purkypeyle  
Donald R & M S Quackenbush  
Ted W & Lynette E Quinty  
Eleanor Raab  
Virginia Radewalk  
Barbara Ramsey  
Martha N Rand  
Bernadette Randall  
Charles E Randell  
Thomas F Rapp  
Humberto M & Juliaita C Rasi  
David D Rawls  
Byra Reddy  
Nancy A Redford  
Dorothy E Reed  
Megan P Reed  
Monica P Reed  

Cecelia A Shortef  
Tammy L Shouurs  
Kari E Shultz  
Ronald W Shultz  
Gerald Siebold  
Judith A Sigler  
Joyce C Shiotang  
Kathryn M Silva Banks  
Florence K Silver  
Winnie A Sim  
Deborah S Simmons  
Lois E Simmons  
Andrew J Simpson  
Anita Skoretz  
Marjorie Al Slater  
Jean Smith  
Jolene L Smith  
Kevin W Smith  
Melinda L Smith  
Stanley S Smith  
Laura L Smith  
Marcia J Smoke  
J Grady G Smoot  
Valeri Sneden  
Douglas B Snell  
Amy Snider  
Eennis L Snively  
Ruth A Snow  
Andrew J & Julia T Snyder  
Warren R Snyder  
Ralph A Sommer  
Rosemary E Soto  
Duane C Soule  
Claudia A Sower  
William C & Dana S Spanos  
Dee Spring  
Glen E Spring  
Mary Sprull  
Glen W & Geraldine B St Clair  
Fredrica St Hilaire  
Lad S Stacey  
Reggie Q Stacy  
Eleanor C Stanhiser  
Phyllis A Stape  
Meredith P Starr  
Donley G & F C Steck  
David A & Linda B Steen  
Janetta R Steffen  
Donald Stein  
Ardis D Tenbanke  
Sylvia E Stephan  
Doris J Sterling  
Sheena R Sterling  
Iris Sticher  
Paul A & Shelley Stokstad  
Garth H & Joyce E Stoltz  
Erin G Stone  
Judith I Storjfell  
John F Stout  
Avaline D Stowe  
Jim Straszynskowski  
Carolyn Straszynskowski  
Kenneth H & Sharen M Stubs  
Gary H Sunderland  
Lars L & Lorraine L* Surdal  
Arnold R & Mildred J Swanson  
John H Sweekey  
Freda F Swensen  
Helen C Tabakovic  
Felipe E Tan  
Steven G & Esther Tarangle  
Harriett Taylor  
Jonathan B Taylor  
Ruth M Taylor  
Sonja J Tesch  
Jerome D Thayer  
Bonna L Thiel  
Bob C Thomas  
Loralie J Thomas  
Deborah E Thomas  
Robert D Thomas  
Lola A Thompson  
Sylvestor Thompson  

Italized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
The Graduate Fair was held in a large white tent in front of PMC after chapel on Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013. More than 250 students attended and 48 graduate programs were represented. This year we’re celebrating the highest number of new graduate students enrolled in the last five years—386 students.

The Graduate Fair was held in a large white tent in front of PMC after chapel on Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013. More than 250 students attended and 48 graduate programs were represented. This year we’re celebrating the highest number of new graduate students enrolled in the last five years—386 students.
Gift Clubs and Giving Societies

Each donation to Andrews plays an important role in continuing the mission of the University. There are, however, many individuals who make significant contributions each year. The annual giving societies and gift clubs recognize these people who have made contributions during the past fiscal year of $250 or more.

WATER TOWER SOCIETY
$250–$499

Lavonne M Adams
Martha J Anderson
Emmanuel S Angeles
Paul A & Doris E Arnold
Austin F & Marie-Lys C Bacchus
Jim K & Barbara C Baerwald
Thomas L Baker
Janice Banks
Maria C Barahona
Robert L Barker
Robert R & Jean D Becker
Jill D Berglund
Barry C & Brenda F Black
Larry D & Sandra A Blackmer
Jack E Blume
Robert W Boggs
Christopher J & Joseline F Borchardt
William P & Dorothy E Bradford
Alexander Bryant
Juanita W Buddy
Bonnie Burnette
Jeffrey B Burns
Russell C & Cynthia L Burrill
Keith G & Terry L Calkins
Roy A & Audrey C Castellbuono
Pairoj S Chang
Bill & Ruth T Chobotar
Gerald D & Marie E Christman
Kontee Chunchob
Robert L & Virginia A Crouse
Brian J & Pamela J Curry
Henry E Davis
Arvin R & Megan L DelaCruz
Conrad L & Kathleen M Densky
Fredrich H & Polly C Dengel
Rey L & Linda M Descalso
David C & Cynthia R Dobias
Gorden R & Cheryl D Doss
Jacque B & Lilianne U Doukhay
Paul A & Dao N Down
Clarence U Dunbebin
Robert A & Lisa J Earp
Connie S Edween
Cheryl A Emoto
Pheria B England
George T Evans
Eliezer Fajardo-Casillas
Michael J Fallon
Wayne L & Fernetta M Ferch
William D Fields
Gerald L & Shirley J Finneman
Joseph G & Marilyn D Gahasha
James E & Carolyn Garber
Lawrence T & Gillian A Geraty
Philipp E & Vida J Giddings
Joelle Govel
Casey R & Keren A Graves
Ona M Greene
Randall L Griffin
Brian G Guenterberg
Dennis H & Candice H Hollingshead
Nancy L Hammond-Chaffins
Frank W Hardy & Lisa M Beardsworth-Hardy
Esther L Hare
Fredrick L Harrison
Perry A & Del R Haugen
Betty J Havlik
Douglas J Hay
Stanley D & Kathryn L Hickerson
Darrell H* & Melva D Hicks
Kathy J Hill
Bong Hun Hong & Jee Sook Park
Joel R & Sandra C Hoover
Calvin E & Barbara A Huset
Daniel R Jackson
Carol L Jensen
Warren H & Loretta B Johns
Glenn E & Carlene L Johnson
Robert Kennedy
Donald G King
Ruth L Kones
Donald J Kostrewa
Ivan Kucelj
Sunimal J & Vasanthika Kulasekere
Romulo & Norita V Lachica
Barbara J Lee
Joshua P & Heidi J Leets
Robert E & Sherry L Lemon
David D Loge
Helen Lottes
Frederick W & Susan G Mann
Michelle D Marshall
Lionel & Walterine Matthews
Steven D & Mary Elizabeth Mauro
Panakosi & Jovanka Mbuwiwa
Julie A McGhee
J B & Eileen K McMillen
Marcus Miehle
Richard D Moody
Robert C & Lois E Moore
Pam Mort
Carol S Murray
Sandra A Negley
Gan-Theow & Ivy Ng
Greg E & Lois J Nicholas
Deborah L Nielsen
Rafy & Carmie C Ouzounian
Diether E Pallaschke
Andrew N & Jaci N Perrin
Arthur J Peterson
Rawle F & Elvina R Philip
Glenn G & Margaret A Poole
Wanda L Poole
Juan R Prestol
Marvin R Puymon
Humberto M & Juliesta C Rasi
David L. & Kelly M Rasmussen
Richard M & Juanita H Riland
Raymond D & Ruth D Roberts
Leon T & Alisia L Roda
Bruce A & Judith E Ronk
Tim C & Mary Nell Rosenboom
Marguerite S Ross
Max Rusher
Phylle L Sawtell
Scott E Schalk
Randall M Schell
Donald C Schlager
David W & Susan M Scott
Karl L Shultz
Sandra G Silva
Kathryn M Silva Banks
Nord A & Ella A Simmons
Karen H Simpson
Dale F Sinnett
Sabrina M Skiwski-McDow
Sharyn R Smoot
Richard C & Claudia A Sowler
Patricia M Spangler
William C & Dana S Spanos
Russell L & Phyllis A Staples
Elton H & Reneeta M Stecker
Allen F Stembridge
John F & Helena K Stout
David N & Helen M Susens
Reginald T & Wanda M Swensen
Robert D Thomas
Ralph R & Virginia M Trecartin
Jamie Trefz
Jean E Trunnell
Larry S & Lally J Uleri
Betty L Unruh
Milan & Lilijana M Vajdic
Theilda V Vang-Langre Geaves
Curtis J & Susan D Vanderwaal
Marvin S Ward
Joyce Warren
Ralph S Watts
Burton P Wendell
Donald F & Pauline M Westman
Arnold N White
Dennis W & Betty L Woodland
Trishonda D Woods
Donald A Wooten
Jaoming Wei & Xiaoqing Xu
Reginald & Margaret Yeo
Charles H & Joyce A Young
Nicholas S & Noelia M Zork
Horst von Dorpowski

Free download from each respective app store.

"Envision magazine, " is available for all smartphone and tablet devices and is a free download from each respective app store.

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
BLUE & GOLD CLUB
$500–$999

Vernon L & Sallie J Alger
Edith K Ashlock
Robert A & Darlene S Barnhurst
Ina M Barton
Bruce L & Linda S Bauer
Eric C & Karen Bekowies
Jack K Boyson
Carol L Bradfield
Gary W & Aurora P Burdick
Jon M & Sari H Butler
Bruce N & Margaret J Cameron
Fernando L & Mia N Canale
David M & Jenna V Chacko
Tammy K Clozet
Lowell C Cooper
Duane M & Lori D Covrig
Marvin Covrig
David Crooker
David A & Jean A Dassenko
Larry F DeHaan
Arlene L Dennison
Paul H & Beverly B Denton
Don J Donesky
Robert & Martha M Donesky
Kevin G S Arlyn S Drew
Roger L & Margaret G Dudley
Harvey A & Eleanor E Elder
Richard J Emery
Richard D & Helen Fearning
Denis Fortin & Kristine M Knutson
Sonia Frehn
Emilio & Cecilia Garcia-Marenko
H Thomas T & Joan M Goodwin
Harold E Green
A Josef & F Estella Greig
William L & Sharon K Guth
Janet E Haynie
John D Hakizimana
Paul E & Esther Hamel
Debbie K Hittle
David E & Jeanette R Hodges
Theodore R & Maryellen Holford
Everett H & Ruby J Jackson
Mark K Jacob
Meredith S Jobe
Ronald L & Eryll P Johnson
Robert M & Madeline S Johnston
Gerald D & Verna L Karst

* Deceased

FALL 2013 DONOR HONOR ROLL

Andrew & Dori K Coetzee
John Y & Elsie Chan
Lois K Carscallen
Carey C & Dorothy A Carscallen
Marvin E & Sylvia M Budd
Carey C & Dorothy A Carscallen
Lois K Carscallen
John Y & Elsie Chan
Andrew & Dori K Coetzee

Karl Kincade
Joan B King
Robert & Ruth S Kloosterhuis
Gunter W & Dorothy E Koch
Charles P Koerten
Paul G Koles
George H & Kathleen V Kuzma
Harold H & Violet R Lang
W Richard & Veda E Lesher
Kathy A Lewis
James J & Janine M Lim
David V & Vonnie C Lounsberry
Robert B & Nina M Ludeman
Anita J Mackey
Bernard R & Shirley Marsh
Donald L & Rebecca L May
Douglas M McKinney
Ronald S Menges
Barth P Moore
G William & Patricia B Match
Peter C & Virginia L Nachreiner
Steven R & Karen A Nash
David A & Judith R Nelson
Marlene A Ogden
Marilyn G Overbaugh
Delo V & Catherine E Pascual
Stanley E & Glenda P Patterson
Raymond R & Yvonne D Pichette
Thomas D & Maxine D Pittman
David R & Emely Poloche
Burton A & Carol T Pontynen
Douglas A & Tari C Popp
Warren G Popp
Kenneth E & Carol E Rasmussen
Mark B & Lydie J Regazzi

Herman H Rickets
Randall D Robertson
John M & Anna M Rosenberg
Brad S & Amanda G Sandler
Connie L Schaffer
Jack E & Frances L Schleicher
Benjamin D & Carol J Schoun
Wolfgang K Schubach
Norbert & Christine D Schwer
Edward & Anita Skoretz
Erling B & Jeanette A Smoross
R Dean & Ruth A Snow
Kenneth E Spencer

Albin H & H Irene Grohar
Dale A & Roseanne F Grove
Harold M & Elaine M* Grant
Herald A & Donna J Habenicht
Greg K Hagen
Zeru J Lagersman
Kenley D & Roselle M Hall
Matthew B & Michelle J Hamel
Donald A & Susan G Hamstra
Donald L & Rolene S Hanson
Wayne B & Marilyn M Harris
Judith W Hawkins
Fred A Hernandez
E Clifford & Marilyn M Herrmann
Robert C & Judith L Hewes
John J & Jacqueline S Hildreth
Calvin R Hill
Claude C & Greta V Hines
Olve W & Carmen Holland
Izabella Isaac
Daruis W & Edyta Jankiewicz
David L & Coral A Janzen
Donald R & Tamara K Jardine
Gordon E Johns

Getting around campus involves many innovative modes of transportation.

DEAN’S SOCIETY
$1,000–$4,999

Larry & Janet K Adams
Hiam Akrawi
Niels Erik A & Demetra L Andreasen
Carol J Atwood
Rudolph D & Arlene Bailey
Robert L Baker
Thor C & Alyce J Bakland
Emilio D Balay
John T Bartocci
Dennis G & Becky M Barst
Richard L & Cynthia G Beckermeyer
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Robert J Borrowdale
Ronald W Boyce
Neville T & Carol A Bradfield
Jerome L & Lois M Bray
Harold E & Hilde S Brown
Kevin W & Margaret K Brown
Edwin F Buck*
Marvin E & Sylvia M Budd
Carey C & Dorothy A Carscallen
Lois K Carscallen
John Y & Elsie Chan
Andrew & Dori K Coetzee

Greg J & Sharon L Constantine
Stefan R Copiz
Dal M & Astrid H Coupland
Dale C Creech
Margaret A Crishal
P Gerard & Laura A Damsteegt
James R Davidson
Curtis A & Kimberly Y DeWitt
Marco J & Erika D Di Bisceglie
Lyndel D & Patricia A Dickson
Marguerite A Dixon
Joel Dulihe
Jeffrey A & Rebecca A Easton
Barbara E Erhardt
David A & Frances M Faehner
Donald C & Alice J Faehner
Bryan A Fowler
Allan W & Shirley A Freed
Glenda M Gensolin
Breit G Geraty & Shannon E Ganter
Manny J Gonzalez
Lynn S & Deborah L Gray
David C & Carrie L Grellmann
Charlotte V Groff

Albin H & H Irene Grohar
Dale A & Roseanne F Grove
Harold M & Elaine M* Grant
Herald A & Donna J Habenicht
Greg K Hagen
Zeru J Lagersman
Kenley D & Roselle M Hall
Matthew B & Michelle J Hamel
Donald A & Susan G Hamstra
Donald L & Rolene S Hanson
Wayne B & Marilyn M Harris
Judith W Hawkins
Fred A Hernandez
E Clifford & Marilyn M Herrmann
Robert C & Judith L Hewes
John J & Jacqueline S Hildreth
Calvin R Hill
Claude C & Greta V Hines
Olve W & Carmen Holland
Izabella Isaac
Daruis W & Edyta Jankiewicz
David L & Coral A Janzen
Donald R & Tamara K Jardine
Gordon E Johns

William G & Noeline T Johnson
Kathleen R Jones
Ruth H Kaiser
Paul & Nancy C Kantor
Karl K & Diane L Kellawen
Paul B Kim
Robert E & Lillie L Kingman
Jacqueline L Kinsman
Brennon Kirstein
Ronald A & Esther R Knott
Frederick A & Janet G Kosinski
Arnt E & Donna J Krogstad
Oystein S & Asta S LaBlanca
Charles K* & Ruth S LaCount
Catherine B Lang Titus
James E & Catherine A LeBlanc
Ben S Lee
Elizabeth Lee
Joan Leonard*
Theodore M Lewis
Harry C & Bonnie D Lloyd
H Maynard Lowery
Sharon Malott
J Kendall & Joyce A Marsh

* Deceased

Daniel E & Sharyln G Wenberg
Timothy P & Carolyn O Wieter
W John & Bonnie J Wilbur
Gary D & Alice C Williams
Ted N Wilson
Glenn L Wilte
Peter A Wong & Dixie L Barber Wong
Robert C Wong
Noemi Zanazanian
David B Zima
Tim Gillespie, faith community & health liaison at the Loma Linda University Medical Center, presented the fall Week of Prayer at Andrews University. His theme was Present Truth.

Keith E & Margarita C Mattingly
C Willard W & Patricia A Mauro
Raymond L. Mayor
Duane C & Amelia R McBride
Norman L McBride

Leroy A Miller
Gene C Milton
Douglas M Moore
Ennis N* & Marcell S Moore
William G & M Jeanne Murdoch

Rosalyn S Nash
Kerry L. Neall
James D & Maria R Newbold
Louis W Nordell
Sonja J Nottelson
Stephen D & Dalry B Payne
Peter O & Linda K Peabody
Norman N' & Beverly Y Polte
Bernadette Randall
Christopher C & Janelle D Randall
Monica P Reed
Nicholas E & Mariellen R Reiber
Daniel R & Lynette E Reichert
Donald H & Jean S Rhoads
Dan L & Tonia Rogers
S Clark & Bonnie L Rowland
Emmanuel M Rudatsikira
Luz H Ruiz
Leona R Running
Glenn E & Sharon M Russell
Julia I Samuel
Lawrence E & Judith D Schalk
Ernie R & Patty A Schwab
Connie G Severin
Jon A & Carolyn J Shell
Theodore J & Sonya K Shull
Stanley B & Joyce C Sihotang
Martin D & Melinda L Smith
Paul D Smith & Monique M Pittman
Robert T & Jeanette M Smith
Valeri Snedden
David A & Linda B Steen
H John & Janetta R Steffen
Ern G & Janice S Stone

Donald J & Maryanne Clark
C Fred F Cornforth
Japhet J & Becky A De Oliveira
Gregory L & Kaye L Ferree
David L & Debra J Foote
Edwin I & Magaly R Hernandez
Ronald D & Christine H Herr

A D & Carolyn M Jimenez
Richard H & Sandra K Johnson
Douglas A & Janell L Jones
Edith S Keene
Mickey D & Deann Kutzner
Richard W Schell
S Reid & Ardith M Tait

Allan R & Wendy Walshe
Douglas W & Willyta R Wamack
Robert A & E Fran Wilkins
Bruce R & Judy C Wright

Gianluca G & Silvia M Bacchiocchi
Kimber K Bascom
Kenneth W & Diana M Bauer
Daniel R & Lorena L Bidwell
Alexander & Nicole L Bokich
Frederick B Brown
Lynn & Debra L Bryson

Donald J & Maryanne Clark
C Fred F Cornforth
Japhet J & Becky A De Oliveira
Gregory L & Kaye L Ferree
David L & Debra J Foote
Edwin I & Magaly R Hernandez
Ronald D & Christine H Herr

A D & Carolyn M Jimenez
Richard H & Sandra K Johnson
Douglas A & Janell L Jones
Edith S Keene
Mickey D & Deann Kutzner
Richard W Schell
S Reid & Ardith M Tait

Allan R & Wendy Walshe
Douglas W & Willyta R Wamack
Robert A & E Fran Wilkins
Bruce R & Judy C Wright

Glen F & Ruth D Abbott
Daniel & Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Teresa J Bascom
Tim Blackwelder
Laurence Burt
Bradley A Colson
Frank S Damazo
Richard M & Joann Davidson

Thomas J & Sally A De Wind
Karen Faulkner
Stephen D & Karyl E Fisher
Carlos A Flores
Cletus E Georges
Lawrence E & Deborah D Habenicht
Loren B & Ann Hanel
Philip F Hecht

Dam S & Elaine G Hotelling
John E Howard
R Ellsworth & Sharon S McKee
Lester Medford
Norman G & Dorothy C Moll
Robert D & Annette T Moon
Richard H Paul
Charles E & Barbara J Randall

Joe H Rasmussen
Dave & Shirley Rohde
David R & Judy L Rowe
James A Sadovsena
Paul A & Shelley Stokstad
Bob C Thomas
Dana L & Dawn M Wales

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 67 for details.
Lifetime Contributions

In addition to recognizing donors who make significant gifts annually, acknowledgement is given to individuals who have made substantial gifts to the University over their lifetime. Membership in the 1874 Founders Club was granted to individuals with $10,000 cumulative giving through June 30, 2010. Currently, membership in the 1874 Founders Club is reserved for donors with $25,000 cumulative giving plus prior members of the 1874 Founders Club who became eligible under the previous requirements.

1874 FOUNDER’S CLUB
$25,000–$99,999 LIFETIME GIVING

Lifetime Giving of $10,000–$24,999 acknowledged through FY2010

Glen F & Ruth D Abbott
Harold L & Dorothy E Ahlers*
Vernon L & Sallie J Alger
Margaret M Allen*
Irvin G Allhage*
Bernard C & Agnes M Andersen*
Mabel C Andersen*
Harley H & Eleanor M Anderson*
Michael & Dianne S Anderson
Niel-Erik A & Demetra L Andersen
D Jeanne Andrews-Williamson
Gene F & Ruth Armstrong
George A & Jean E Arzoo
Daniel A & Joyce P Augsburgs,*
Ida C Axelson
Samuel* & Anna M Bacchiocchi
E L Bailey*
Harold L* & Doralee S Bailey
Gladyss Bakeman*
Emilio D Balay
Emily V Banzhof*
James S & Nevena L Barclay*
Donald J Barr*
Virgil L & Frances J Bartlett*
John T Bartocci
Kimber K Bascom
Teresa J Bascom
Ruth K Bascom*
Richard G & Diana L Bauer
Bruce L & Linda S Bauer
Duane J & Eloise A Beardsley
C Warren & Sophie A Becker*
Richard L & Cynthia G Beckermeyer
Emily S Bee*
Nathan L Beebe*
Nikki M Beidelman
Skip M Bell
Dorothea F Belta* E L Bender
Ralph L & Beverly E Benedect
Barbara S Bengston*
Elizabeth Bentley*
Kane K & Jean A Bermaningham
John A* & Eleanor G Bicknell
Daniel R & Lorena L Biddwell
Gertrude Bielski
Edison Blanchard & Frieda H Lee-Blanchard
Charlotte Boehm*
Mark L. Bovee*
Robert E Bowers
Emelle* & Juanita K Boyson
Louis P* & Ingrid Bozzetti
William P & Dorothy E Bradford
Fay Bradley
Hazel L Brandau*
Phillip M & Lynne S Brandley
Jerome L & Lois M Bray
Frederick B Brown
Harold E & Hilde S Brown
Clarence F & Esther R Brummett
Lawrence P* & Dianne Brundage
Edwin F & Elsie L Buck*
Laurence Burd
Frederick L Burkhardt*
Herbert E & Edyth Butzer*
Gordon L & Barbara J Byrd
Erling E & Ellie L Calkins*
James P* & Ruth C Calkins
Keith G & Terri L Calkins
Carlton U Campbell
John Carlos Jr & Grace S Carlos
Sharon M Carroll
Lois K Carssellen
Amelia C Carter*
Leroy S* & Veloriah T Carter
Joseph E & Helen Carver*
Albert L Cason
Anthony* & Jacqueline C Castelbuono
Nicolas & Margarita L Chaij*
Theodore J & Faye M Chamberlain
Adel James Chareq
Albert C Chen
Bruce V & Marilyn R Christensen
J E Christianen*
Thorvald W* & Lois R Christiansen
Garth* & Helen G Christoffel
Michael K & Phyllis C Chucla
Donald V Clay
Charlie C Cleary
W Harold & Merelyne Collum
Andrew J Colvin*
Michael G & Myrna E Constantine
Alfaretta J Cooley*
Roger W* & E Irene Coon
Max A & Joanne L* Coon
Leon V & Renee L Copeland
Stefan R Copiz
Floyd L* & Bonnie J Costerisian
Todd A Coupeland
Raymond B & Elizabeth A Crawford*
Margaret A Crishal
Carroll & Gertie Y Cross*
Leah K Cressiah
Desmond D & Mary L Cummings
James E & Carol J Curry
T R Curtis*
Jack W & Emma J Dalson
Laurence A & Jannelle F Dalson
Chester H & Carolyn Damron
Mary Jean Damron
P Gerard & Laurel A Damsteegt
Richard M & Joan Davidson
William W & Jacqueline M Davidson
Gerald Davis
Delmer I & Margaret L* Davis
Herbert M* & Mildred H Dawson
Frank & Dolly DDeHaan
Ronald F & Louise M Dederen
Frank & Dolly D DeHaan
Niladri J Degner*
Arlene L Dennison
Paul H & Beverly E Denton
Marko J & Erika B Di Blase
Kenneth D & Lavone Dice*
Lyndel D & Patricia A Dickerson
Edwin P & Audrey N Dierdorff
Steven M & Martha J Divnick
Marguerite A Dixon
Walter B & Yvonne I Douglas
Alden B Dow*
Paul A & Dono N Dow
Roger L & Margaret G Dudley
Ronald G Duerksen
Fred & Meredith D Dyer*
Dyre & Helen L Dyresen*
Robert A & Luz J Earp
Charles R & Loismarie Edingter
Vesta Edwards*
Winfred M Edwards*
Frank Egy*
Louise S Elliot*
Edward N* & Marijane Elmendorf
Marion L Elmendorf*
Allan Enders*
Gregory P Engleman
O Stewart & Beaty R Erhardt*
Inis M Erickson*
Charles J & Kathlyn L Eusey
Gordon F & Alvena* Evans
David A & Frances M Faeqner
Virginia M Fagal*
Donald C & Alice J* Fahrbach
Grover R & Hazel G Fattic*
Gregory I & Kaye L Finner
Charles J Fetner
Carlos A Flores
Dwain L & Lorraine M Ford
Clayton D Forshee*
David J Forsythe
Paul Freuler
Greg D & Jill E Fryling
Wilfred G* & Rowena F Futher
William B Gallagher
James E & Carolyn Garber
V E* & Betty B Garber
Glenn D & Leonor Garburt
Warren E Gast*
David A & Marian M Gay
Jonel Gemanaru
Cletus R Georges
June A Gerard*
Lawrence T & Gillian A Geraty
Gladyss Gibbs*
Chester J Gibson*
Gilbert H Gibson*
G Elaine Giddings*
Miriam Gleason
Lynn S & Deborah L Gray
A Josef * & P Estella Greig
David C & Carrie L Geilmann*
Vann & Arlene M Grimley*
Charlotte V Groff
Albin H & Irene Groshar
Donald W Gruesbeck*
Harold M & Elaine M* Grundset
Gordon P & Carol A Guild
Violet Guthrie*
Jack A Guy*
Zerita J Hagerman
James L Hagle*
Neva M Hall*
Hannu T Halmninen
William E* & Ruth H Hamberger
Gary P & Eldona F Hamel
Over the summer, the Andrews University Bookstore transferred to the management of Tree of Life Bookstores, a Christian organization serving many universities nationwide. The new management offers expanded purchase and rental options for textbooks, including a wider library of electronic textbooks.
LIFE TIME CONTRIBUTIONS

1874 FOUNDER’S CLUB PARTNERS
$100,000–$499,999 LIFE TIME GIVING

1874 FOUNDER’S CLUB BENEFICIARIES
$500,000+ LIFE TIME GIVING
The Daniel Augsburger Society

The Daniel Augsburger Society was established in 2007 to honor those who have remembered Andrews University in their estate plan or through a planned gift. The following is a list of current members. To learn more about the society, please contact the Office of Planning Giving & Trust Services at 269-471-3613, plannedgiving@andrews.edu or www.andrews.edu/plannedgiving.

Alma Canada Neal
Lois K Mutch
Helen Holiak*
Herbert Holden
John & Dedra Howard
Rosemary Iles*
Shahin Ileri
Jerome* & Heather Jablonski
Paul & Elizabeth Jackson*
Warren & Loretta Johns
Cecil* & Ruby Johnson
Johnny* & Ida Johnson
William & Noeline Johnson
Oliver* & Eunice Johnston
Elmer & Sarah Jordan*
Carl Jorgensen*
Ruth Kaiser
Gary & Sue Kaufman
John & Frances Keppel
Esther Kerr
Dennis Kiley
Ella & Dena King
Robert & Lillis Kingman
Joan Leonard*
Rudy & Veda Koegel
George* & Vernetta Morrice
William & Jean Murdoch
Milton Murray*
George & Patricia Mutch
Alma Canada Neal*
Arlan Nelson
Lyle Nelson
Clifford & Jeanie Nestell
John & Lora* Neumann
Terrance Newmyer
Harry & Janet Olson
Roy & Virginia* Olson
Darrel & Anna Jean Opicka
Richard* & Sharon Orrison
Sharon Overton
Stephen & Rose Paden
Richard* & Kathy B Myers Parker
Delio & Catherine Pascual
David & Justina* Peshka
Doug & Tari Popp
Norman & Beverly Portle
Richard & Nancy Powell
Claire & Sylvia Powers*
Roy & Darlene Puymon
Charles & Barbara Randall
Christopher & Janelle Randall
Joseph & Carol* Rasmussen
Nicholas & Mariellen Reiber
LaVern & Linda Rice
Nevin & Lana Rice
Raymond & Ruth Roberts
Bruce & Judith Ronk
James Root
Marguerite Ross
Margaret Roy
Leona G Runtin
James & Carolyn Russell*
Barbara Samuels*
Austin* & Phyllis Sawwell
Lawrence & Judy Schalk
Charles & Marie Schaub
Richard & Lois Schell
Daniel Schillbauer*
Donald & Margaret* Schlager
Richard & Juanita Schuleman
Richard* & Joyce Schwarz
Norbert & Christine Schwer
Richard & Dixie Scott
Charles Screven & Rebekah
Wang Cheng Screven
Robert & Pearl Serna*
William & Karen Shea

Marion Shertzer
M Wesley* & Joan Shultz
Barbara Willetta Simons*
Shirley Skala
George* & Nancy Smith
Reger & Katherine Smith
Richard & Claudia Slowler
Glen & Geraldine St Clair
Phyllis Standen*
Timothy & Joan Standish
Russell & Phyllis Staples
James* & Charlene Starlin
David & Linda Steen
Lois Strand
Michael* & Ruth Streffing
Naomi Streilow*
Clarence Swallen*
Reid & Arthid Tait
Bernice Taylor
Richard & Sharon Terrell
Jerome & Jane Thayer
Constance Tiffany
Edward* & Catherine Lang Titus
Lydia Tkachuck*
Julian & Marjorie Uloth
Roger & Marcia Van Ardell
Peter & Jacoba van Bemmelen
Donald & Catherine van Duinen
David Van Luven & Patti
Mckenney
George & Gloria* Vannix
Otto & Irma Vehmeister*
Wyman & Murna Walter
John & Lilya Wagner
John* & Elaine Waller
Lawrence & Myrtle Wallington
Marvin & Donna Ward
Arthur & Natalie Weaver
George* & Donna Wheeler
Woodrow & Margaret Whidden
Timothy & Carolyn Wieder
Roy & Cleo* Wightman
Catherine & Howard Wilcox*
Steven Willsley
Merelle & Rosa Wilson
Cecil Woods*
W Bruce & Janice Wrenn
Stephen* & Bonnie Young
Richard Yuki
Bruce & Judy Zimmerman
Edward & Lenora Ann Zinke
Kristopher & Lois Zygowiec

* Deceased

DURING THE 2012–13 FISCAL YEAR A TOTAL OF $504,158.96 WAS RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING MATURING ESTATE PLANS

Bernard & Agnes Andersen
Michele Dauns
Delmer Davis
Edith Davis*
Frank & Dolly Dehaan
Lyndel & Patricia Dickerson
Irma Faye Doering*
Gorden & Cheryl Doss
Norman & Florence* Doss
John* & Arizona Duckworth
Sharon Dudgeon
Roger & Margaret Dudley
Kenneth Dunn
Gerhardt Dyahløy*
Fred & Mercedes Dyer*
Virginia Eggley
Elly Economou*
Edward Elmorendorff II*
Ruth Engelbert*
Robert & Elizabeth* Fadley
David & Frances Faehner
Donald & Alice* Fahrbach
Evelyn Faurote*
Dwain & Lorraine Ford
Nelson Fore*
Dick & Ardyce Koegel*
George & Kathleen Kuzma
Jan & Kay Kuzma
Marian Larsen
Maynard & Eleanor LeBrun
Joan Leonard*
Richard & Veda Lesher
Eleanor Lindso
Sami Loh
Felix Lorenz
Martha Lorenz
Maynard & Jean Lowry
Robert & Nona Ludeman
Anita Mackey
Bernard Marsh
Paul & Maxine Matacie*
Charles & Patricia Mauro
Reese Maxwell*
Raymond & Wilma* Mayor
Robert & Ilea McDaniel
Leland McElmurry*
Margaret McFarland
Ellsworth & Sharon McKee
Jim & DeLauna McKee
Ernesto & Loida Medina
Marion Merchant*
Charles & Naomi* Michaels
Arnold & Claudia Michalak*
Virginia Miller*
Norman & Dorothy Moll

Donald & Alice* Fahrbach
Robert & Elizabeth* Fadeley
Ruth Engelbert*
Edward Elmendorf II*
Virginia Eggley
Elly Economou*
Edward Elmorendorff II*
Ruth Engelbert*
Robert & Elizabeth* Fadley
David & Frances Faehner
Donald & Alice* Fahrbach
Evelyn Faurote*
Dwain & Lorraine Ford
Nelson Fore*
Dick & Ardyce Koegel*
George & Kathleen Kuzma
Jan & Kay Kuzma
Marian Larsen
Maynard & Eleanor LeBrun
Joan Leonard*
Richard & Veda Lesher
Eleanor Lindso
Sami Loh
Felix Lorenz
Martha Lorenz
Maynard & Jean Lowry
Robert & Nona Ludeman
Anita Mackey
Bernard Marsh
Paul & Maxine Matacie*
Charles & Patricia Mauro
Reese Maxwell*
Raymond & Wilma* Mayor
Robert & Ilea McDaniel
Leland McElmurry*
Margaret McFarland
Ellsworth & Sharon McKee
Jim & DeLauna McKee
Ernesto & Loida Medina
Marion Merchant*
Charles & Naomi* Michaels
Arnold & Claudia Michalak*
Virginia Miller*
Norman & Dorothy Moll

Although great care was taken to verify the accuracy of all records, errors may have occurred during the preparation of this report. We apologize for any errors. If you notice errors or omissions, please contact the Office of Development at 269-471-3124. Anyone interested in making contributions should contact the Office of Development at 269-471-3124.
Raymond and Ruth Roberts enjoy traveling and collecting unique nativity scenes from all over the world. They also enjoy helping students at Andrews University to Seek Knowledge, Affirm Faith and Change the World. By remembering Andrews University in their estate plan, Ray and Ruth can do both—give a future gift that will make a lasting difference at Andrews, while continuing to do all the things they enjoy today.

This year, plan to give a gift that matters. Call or write to find out how.

Phone: 269-471-3613  
E-mail: plannedgiving@andrews.edu  
Web: www.andrews.edu/plannedgiving

A new virtual tour of Andrews University was recently unveiled. To experience the campus in a whole new way, including hundreds of photos, descriptions and valuable information, visit www.andrews.edu/virtualtour.